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ABSTRACT
ON THE FRINGES OF PERIPHERIES: A COMPARISON OF THE WORKINGCLASS REPRESENTATIONS OF LARRY BROWN AND IRVINE WELSH

In this thesis, I compare the fiction of Mississippi author Larry Brown and
Scottish author Irvine Welsh, specifically in how they represent their respective regions’
working classes. The project concerns the genre of working-class fiction in both the
American South and Scotland, as well as the general fields of Southern and Scottish
contemporary fiction. The groundwork for this thesis began when I read Welsh’s
Trainspotting while studying at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland during the spring
of 2011. 1 wanted to explore why Welsh’s working-class representations felt so similar to
the Southern fiction I read at the University of Mississippi, and eventually decided his
writing most directly resembled the fiction of Larry Brown, an author from Mississippi.
I researched the literary histories of American and British working-class fiction to
contextualize the authors’ place in these traditions at the end of the twentieth century. I
searched for similarities and differences between the two histories in an effort to find out
why Brown and Welsh eventually wrote comparable representations, especially given
their different geographic settings and cultures. In studying the fiction, I decided to
compare several works from Brown with Welsh’s Trainspotting, since the novel covered
a variety of issues found across Brown’s body of work. I articulate three thematic
comparisons between the two writers in the first chapter: their tendency to characterize
their working-classes as “underclasses,” their emphasis on substance abuse, and their
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focus on non-traditional working families. In the following chapters, I argue that the two
major differences between the wTiters - their separate geographic settings and their
different uses of vernacular language - actually point to similar sensibilities at work in
their fiction. In chapter two, I argue that their settings of Scotland and Mississippi are
related because they are both geographic peripheries. In chapter three, I argue that Brown
and Welsh’s “different” linguistic choices react to their literar}^ histories in the same
manner and achieve a similar “empowering’' effect.
I ultimately found that it was entirely possible to find specific ways in which
Brown and Welsh are connected, and that my initial whim to connect Welsh to Southern
writing has an arguable basis.
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INTRODUCTION - American and British Working-Class Literary Histories
When I studied abroad at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland in the spring of
2011, 1 enrolled in a course entitled ‘‘Working-Class Representations.” The course
included British working-class texts throughout the twentieth century, with an emphasis
on Scottish novels toward the end of the semester. The last novel we read was Irvine
Welsh’s Trainspotting. Until this point, I had a hard time relating British working-class
literature to my background as an American student studying Southern writing at the
University of Mississippi. When 1 began to read Trainspotting, however, I immediately
experienced a sense of familiarity with the themes and messages of the novel. Despite
Trainspotting'"s heavy vernacular language and Scottish setting, I realized the work
reminded me of Larry Brown’s fiction. Larry Brown was a Mississippi writer who wrote
about an area near my home university. I had become well-versed in Larry Brown’s
writing right before I left for Scotland, and I was suddenly reminded of his Southern
narratives in an unexpected place.
At the time, I did not give much thought to my unarticulated connection between
Brown and Welsh. I was focused on placing Welsh in a context of British working-class
literature - not connecting him to a Southern writer. This changed when I began to
formulate a specific approach to a thesis. I knew I wanted to examine Larry Brown’s
fiction, but wanted to write about his work from a new perspective. This opportunity
arose when I remembered the hazy sense of familiarity I had experienced when reading
Irvine Welsh. I decided to examine why the working-class emphasis of my course in
Edinburgh had led me to think of Brown, especially while studying contemporary
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working-class literature at the end of the twentieth century. This thesis builds on this
initial connection by pinpointing specific ways in which Brown and Welsh resemble each
other. The comparison may indeed be unexpected, but I thought if I could successfully
argue that these authors are connected, then their fiction could be placed in a global
context beyond the categorizations of regional literature. Connecting them through their
focus on working-class people would also be appropriate, as I could comment on the
common state of the global working class that is present in places as different as Scotland
and Mississippi.
The purpose of this introduction is to accomplish two related but distinct tasks.
Studying and analyzing the fiction of both Larry Brown and Irvine Welsh on their own
would necessitate a presentation of a historical literary and cultural context in Brown’s
South or Welsh’s Scotland. However, I plan to do a comparative analysis of the authors’
fiction to see if their superficial differences give way to meaningful connections. If
Brown’s writing can be connected to Welsh’s and vice versa, their fiction enters a global
resonance that is not confined to the categorizations of regional literature. Thus, if one is
attempting to connect the two authors under the broad umbrella of working-class fiction,
a review of the history of this genre of literature in both America and Scotland/Britain is
also appropriate. To ultimately find meaningful connections between the authors’
portrayals of the lower class in the last decade of the twentieth century, one must first
discover the legacy of attempts at these portrayals in Scotland and the United States.
Examining how the two separate traditions developed over time could provide answers
into how Brown and Welsh eventually ended up writing in a comparable manner. The
introduction will also provide a general look at American and British attitudes toward
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labor and the lower class in general, going beyond a strict literary history of the working
class to offer possibilities for the writers’ motives and preconceived notions at the time
they were writing.

American Attitudes Toward Labor
A distinctly ‘‘American” working attitude that became noticeable early in the
country’s history was the idea that America was bom a uniquely “classless” society and
exhibited egalitarian principles when it came to the stratification of economic subsets.
These sentiments were tied to an early belief in the independence of the common man
and the economic idealism that came with the new experiment of republican government.
In fact, this language and sentiment developed in reaction to a more economically divided
British working class: “The language of‘moral economy,’ inherited from seventeenthcentury English working people, held that there ought to be a sphere of economic life
delivering a customary standard of living with basic level dignity”(Schwartz, 23). These
initial economic and political values, combined with origins in a Puritan and Calvinist
work ethic, initially made America subject to the myth that it was an exception to divisive
class conflict and economic disruption from within.
The promise of the “American Dream” should also be brought up in this
discussion of“classlessness” and American attitudes toward work, given its implications
in American cultural and social history and the never-ending discussion about it as an
ideal. The term connects to discourse of the working class because it implies fluidity
among economic classes (if they did happen to exist) in America and does not follow the
communal working requirements of a Marxist vision of the working class. This idea of a
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society based on self-reliability and opportunity instead of a stratified economic class
system distinguished American from its inception: “Of great importance was the
opportunity factor. In the United States, this ‘opportunity ethic’ was far more powerful
than in the class-driven upstairs-downstairs society of Britain” (Bernstein, 7). In short,
this idea implies that Americans “will always be able to control their own destinies. The
notion that Americans have this choice is an enormously strong, almost insistent feature
of our American culture”(Schwarz, 17). The American Dream’s emphasis on individual
choice and determination initially discouraged ideas of class organization for economic
betterment because American attitudes during the infant stages of the nation were not
keen on a communal effort to mobilize against economic conditions. Melvin Dubofsky
argues that “there is the inescapable fact that the United States came into being without a
distinct feudal tradition in the European sense and without a hereditary, conservative
social class. Americans produced no radicals committed to overthrowing it”(82).
American working-class fiction initially did not fit into these popular opinions about the
nation, and gradually needed to reconcile with an economic system that did not have a
class system in the British sense.
The development of the poorer working classes and labor movements at the end
of the nineteenth century brought about the American ideas that poverty was connected to
idleness and that organized labor was inherently un-American. The post-bellum era in the
1870s and 80s saw the rise of the first politically capable and national labor
organizations. Previously “free” labor workers organized around movements for better
wages and working conditions, collectively acting to gain a political and social voice for
economic advancement. This collective action was occasionally viewed as a betrayal of
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American individualistic values and the progressive spirit of the entire nineteenth
century. In describing The Homestead Strike of 1892, for example, Sean Wilentz
describes the discrepancy in ideology between striking steel workers and The Carnegie
Steel Company:“There was nothing in the Industrialists’ free-labor Republicanism that
could allow them to understand the uprising as anything but Anti-American conspiracy
and rabble rousing”(Wilentz, 131). This strand of political and social distrust of
organized work continued into the twentieth century. To explain the sudden visibility of
the lower classes in the latter half of the nineteenth century, economically secure
Americans pointed to an unwillingness to work among the lower classes instead of unjust
economic conditions. The demonization of“idleness” had persisted in attitude about
American work since the nation’s Puritan beginnings, and the denunciation of poor
Americans as lazy citizens refusing work gained traction at this time period, as anti-labor
forces needed a mode of attack against an increasingly vocal worker class. Further, *iatenineteenth century advocates of success added a Darwinian potion to the old mix. In this
new version, only strenuous effort offered opportunity”(Bernstein, 167). In short, the
dismissal of working-class concerns during this later period was assisted by Darwinian
attitudes and distrust of the first worker movements.
The beginning and middle of the twentieth century saw extreme fluctuations in
the development of American attitudes toward labor, as the country experienced events
like the Great Depression and post-WWII prosperity within the span oftwenty years. The
outset of the twentieth century saw the gradual domination of big business. It was hard to
argue with America’s legacy of economic success at this point in its history, for big
business in America became a leading producer in steel and coal and began reaping the
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benefits of a laissez-faire economic system. Despite the economic success, there was an
upward trend of the concentration of wealth, and plenty of subsequent material for
discontent among marginalized workers: “Comparative calculations of wage rates in
industry emphasize not so much American prosperity... but the extreme inequality of
American pay scales”(Dawley, 157). There was a disconnect between the economic
classes at this point. A dichotomy existed between the intense successes of the upper
class and lack of economic improvement among the workers actually driving that
success. This created a sense of disillusionment with the American Dream and connected
labor with social justice movements for the first time. The division of American labor
into the terms “blue collar” and “white collar” became more apparent.
The period between the Great Depression and the Vietnam War in America was
characterized by a greater understanding between industrial workers and big business.
and a rebirth of the American Dream in the post-war prosperity of the 1950s. These
trends demonstrate how persistent the idea of the American Dream was, and they ushered
in a new wave of exceptionalism regarding the American worker as the United States
became a superpower.(Bemstien, 186) Melvyn Dubofsky, quoting American Federation
of Labor President George Meany in a 1969 Labor Day interview, writes that in the post¬
war era, “workers were now solid middle-class citizens who worried more about prices
and taxes than about wages and working conditions”(164). The developments of the
mid-twentieth century also included the emergence ofthe typical nuclear family, middleclass ideal for American citizens. The high standard of living in the United States during
this time also provided a vantage point for American workers to compare their standard
of living with that of foreign workers:“How jarring it is, then, to confront the truth that
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these American industrial workers were privileged members of society"(Dawley, 173).
Despite the egalitarian advances during this time period including the Women's and Civil
Rights Movements, the hierarchical economic system embedded at the turn of the century
still survived any pretense that all Americans participated in the middle-class dream.
The history of American labor attitudes could be viewed as a conflict between the
idealistic American Dream and the gradual realization that economic classes exist in
America without much fluidity. The latter feeling permeated American thought in the
decades leading up to Larry Brown’s formation as a writer. The working class “began to
experience a decline in its quality of life during the early 1970s'’(Zweig, 29). As in
Britain, the egalitarian gains of the American lower classes of people toward the middle
of the twentieth century were quickly wiped away due to various economic and political
factors in the subsequent decades. Corporate globalization in the 1970s and 80s, for
example,“had punctuated the immense disparity between capital and labor. Under that
structure, there was no way for a single union to bargain for workers across the board in a
multinational corporation”(Lens, 139-140). Attitudes from both within and outside the
working class in America reflected these changes and merged toward a feeling of
collective frustration, blame, and immobility as Brown began to write about his Southern
working class. There was a hopeless attitude within a contemporary working class that
had failed to reach the American Dream as well as a tendency to blame the new
underclass” for its apparent unwillingness to work: “In the hard times we have faced, we
are led to believe that our difficulties could be relieved if the poor led less cushy lives
(Zweig, 54). Both of these feelings of hopelessness and blame are present in Brown’s
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writing, and the sense of rural stagnancy is predictable given contemporary attitudes
toward work at the end of the century.

British Attitudes Toward Labor
The story of British and Scottish attitudes toward labor is not as idealistic as the
American one. Over its history, the British labor story and attitudes generally went from
unavoidable marginalization, to steady gains of dignity and power over the course of two
centuries, to a feeling of disillusionment and immobility at the end of the twentieth
century in the new period of economic globalization. This process is roughly similar to
labor history in the United States, without the firmly ingrained ideals spouting economic
promise £ind national “Dreams.” Because British labor was the birthplace of the Industrial
Revolution, attitudes toward the working class from below and above have been
consistently abrasive to varying degrees throughout British history. Though the gradual
emergence of the working class in British history made the “problem” of the working
class easy to ignore (roughly similar to American trends of forced ignorance), the
discontent of the lower classes broke through in a much more vocal and unavoidable
manner during the 1830s: “By the 1830s, the working class was no longer invisible and
could no longer be ignored”(Harrison, 243).
The nineteenth century was marred by violent protests, strikes, and the gradual
social and political development of the working class as a distinct “subset” of British
society. That is, the British working class could still be seen as a distinct group and any
progress made could be separated from a wider British society. Gradual political
representation and social gains were still widely viewed as “in reaction to” or “against” a
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more mainstream middle class or bourgeois society. How British workers reacted to their
perceived ‘‘otherness'’ affected the general themes of British labor history: “Working
class history can either emphasize the radical potential of the working class or the longsuffering, inward looking passivity”(Harrison, 333). The nineteenth century saw tangible
developments supporting both of these emphases. The Labour Movement, a monumental
organized effort to temper the exploitation of the Victorian era, supported the former. The
persistent feelings of“longing and security” supported the latter. These interpretations
aside, the attitudes coming out of Britain toward labor greatly depended on one’s
economic perspective: the working class was either challenging the noble system of the
British Industrial economy (the ruling-class perspective) or simply attempting to find
dignity, hope, and a “place at the table.”
In the twentieth century, the attitudes toward the working class in Britain
somewhat mirrored the change in feelings described in the American section due to the
two countries experiencing the same grand historical events. The twentieth century
opened with the several victories for the Labour movement and the universal troubles of
WWI that put British citizenry on a slightly more level playing field. With a common
foreign enemy to fight against, social classes were not focused on their economic
differences. The presence of the world wars mobilized the entire population of Britain
toward one end, and brought about the feeling that “this time, treatment of the working
class would somehow be different”(Harrison, 328). However, the period between the
two world wars saw any feeling of unity ultimately disappear due to record
unemployment and discontent. For example, in 1926, in a general strike across the nation
to protest working conditions,“The government, the army, the police, and virtually the
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whole of the middle and upper classes were openly ranged against the working class; and
after the strike, there was victimization”(Harrington, 369). Unemployment highlighted
social and health problems in this "between war” period and feelings that the working
class was a "scourge” on society were eventually strengthened again. To contrast this
twentieth-century low point, the decades after the war were ones of unprecedented
prosperity, leisure, and social development for the working classes that ultimately set the
class up for a late-century disappointment: "Greater affluence among the working classes
certainly meant a change in lifestyle”(Hopkins, 214), Mass consumerism and egalitarian
feeling permeated the era, but eventually set up an abrupt decline like the one in America
that disillusioned the working classes in both countries and created the environments in
which our authors came of age.
In the decades leading up to Welsh’s publication, both British and Scottish
attitudes toward the working class drastically changed, setting up the opportunity for
Welsh to portray his Scottish underclass youth. After benefiting from Britain’s Welfare
State around the middle of the twentieth century, Scotland’s relationship with Britain’s
economy and influence soured. Christine L. March, in her introduction to Rewriting
Scotland, says that "by the early 1960s, these programs had failed to check Scotland’s
rising unemployment, and the ensuing British economic crisis of the late 1960s and 1970s
created skepticism about Scotland’s future”(3). From a Scots perspective, Prime Minister
Margaiet Thatcher’s economic policies of dismantling the Welfare State and pushing for
privatization in the late 1970s failed to consider Scottish concerns. Scots were more
concerned about providing housing for their lower-class citizens and maintaining
government welfare programs. In the decade preceding the publication of Welsh’s first
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novel. Trainspotting, Scots began a national reassessment of the power of the British
state in their society. The development of the Scottish underclass, an economic class of
people separated from the dominant economy of both Scotland and Britain, also affected
British perceptions of class at this time. Suddenly, the ruling elite of Britain had to
consider a new economic class entirely separated from an economic system.
These histories ot the working class in Britain and America provide a basis for a
comparing the fiction of Larry Brown and Irvine Welsh. Both countries had a long,
drawn-out labor history with writers constantly struggling over how to portray '"life from
below.'" The ultimate connection between the two can partially be attributed to similar
labor attitudes and the working-class literary developments leading up to the time of their
writing in their respective countries and regions.

American Working-Class Literary History
A reader must first observe the difficulty American working-class writers
experienced in overcoming the widely held idea that America was a classless, ideal
society. The origins of American working-class fiction have been located in the mid¬
nineteenth century, a historical moment when class divisions were becoming increasingly
obvious with the strengthening of industrialism in the Northeast and the ideological fight
between free and. slave labor. The beginning of the genre can be linked to the
commencement of public discourse regarding the issue of class. Amy Schrager Lang
points to a concentration of novelists in the Northeast industrial setting in The Syntax of
Class as an identifiable starting point for the rise of class distinctions in American
literature: "‘Novelists would struggle to find a social vocabulary adequate to the task of
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naming, ordering, and containing the effects of class difference in a period that saw the
emergence of new social groupings”(Lang, 4). These new “social groupings” included
people relegated to industrial factory settings, waves of new immigrants, and free labor
African Americans.
The development of this distinctive group in American literature remained hazy at
first, with the strategy of distinguishing separate classes in fiction common to various
kinds of novels. This phenomenon became evident in novels dealing with industrial
domestic life and narratives on women and slavery. As hinted at previously, the labor
discussion that dominated political and social life in the years leading up to the Civil War
made this new “class” focus in American literature possible. The growing use of cheap,
industrial wage labor in the American economy, combined with the promotion of this
form of labor against Southern slavery, made the existence of class in America suddenly
evident, for “in creating the free laborer, ironically, capitalism invited labor to be
measured through and against the rubric of chattel servitude, which was defined by race
(Schocket, 43). The interweaving of these labor issues allowed discussions of class to
enter novels on different subjects simultaneously, as American novelists gradually
realized they had a new “American” social reality to portray. This development was
initially difficult to incorporate, however, due to the persisting idea of“American
exceptionalism” regarding class.
Due to America’s infant history being widely perceived as a victory for
egalitarian republican democracy, the belief that economic classes didn’t exist in America
was still widely held, and new class fiction that broke with this ideal initially seemed
alien to the growing school of American literature during the time period. The idea of
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America as a “classless'’ society where social mobility is fluid continues to exist, so it is
necessary to examine how American working fiction initially interacted with this ideal as
it struggled to establish itself. In the history of American Literature studies as an
academic field, identifying class fiction as a genre has been largely behind the more
readily observable genres of African American literature or regional literature. This lack
of consensus around studying class fiction as a legitimate American genre can be linked
to the distinctly American denial that the country had distinct social classes during the
genesis of these writings. During the middle of the nineteenth century, when the
stratification of the class structure in America was becoming more apparent, writers were
hesitant to represent this development in fiction, as it would be a symbolic admission that
America’s egalitarian ‘‘promise'’ was being debunked: “Although industrial critics in the
North recognized some of the changes wrought by class segmentation, they were largely
unwilling to use language of class, a practice more familiar to the British habit of
typification”(Schocket, 53). Nineteenth-century writers’ initial unwillingness to write
about class combined with subsequent critics’ inability to authoritatively define the genre
to make the literary history of American class fiction subject to revisions and debate as it
progressed to the end of the twentieth century.
The middle of the nineteenth century also brought about the invention of
American working-class literature due to close historical connections between race and
the labor force. Due to a regional debate over free vs. slave labor that had raged for thirty
years leading up to this historical tipping point, the argument for cheap labor not limited
to enslaved African American gained popularity. In the public discussion of labor, race
had previously been the distinguishing factor to define groups of workers. The firmly
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entrenched institution of slavery made it easy to associate race with labor (Schocket, 62).
With the development of a labor force in the North that was made up of white workers,
however, the straightforward association of blackness with labor was immediately
challenged. Novels written during this time period that defined a new white working class
simultaneously redefined representations of the white race by including white workers
and challenged the idea that fiction dealing with labor was necessarily a portrayal of
African American slave life.
Lang illustrates the ambiguities of challenging working-class notions in the
1850s by examining domestic novels written during this period of transition. She states
that Maria Cummins's The Lamplighter and Nathaniel Hawthorne's The House ofSeven
Gables both portray the introduction of new, American white labor. However, the
descriptions of a free working class do not create conflict and remain merely a backdrop
in the narrative: “The protagonists are able to move physically through the various
quarters of the city without harm and able to negotiate the emotional effects of wealth
and squalor found there”(Lang, 18). The ambiguous, unchallenging genesis of American
working-class fiction is neatly articulated here. Lang argues that though a working class
began to crop up in United States fiction around the Civil War, writers initially refrained
from making this new class consciousness a source of conflict in their narratives. This
short example encapsulates the humble beginnings of working-class fiction as it began to
challenge widely held ideas about race and labor in American life.
After its contentious beginning during the middle of the nineteenth century,
working-class fiction attached itself to both the modernist developments in literature and
historical events involving the working class in American society. Walt Whitman’s
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poetry has been designated as a noticeable and recognizable starting point for identifiable
American worker literature. Though Whitman’s place in American literature allows him
to speak with authority on American society, his initial representation of the new
observable working class is idealistic and devoid of conflict. His vision of the new
working class put a certain amount of honor and dignity on workers and avoided any
potential class conflict, for he saw “a lot of potential in a new, educated, dignified
working class”(Dow,42). For example, in Leaves ofGrass, Whitman sympathizes with
the American worker, writing “Each belongs here or anywhere just as much as the
welloff/just as much as you,/ Each has his or her place in the procession”(Whitman,
120). Whitmem’s attempt to romanticize the American worker and find a place for him in
society is another example of American authors initially attempting to reconcile their
representations of the working class with a classless American identity.
During the latter part of the century, American working-class literature steadily
gained a more recognizable voice that challenged this norm. The formation of national
labor organizations during the Progressive Era(1890-1920) in America, combined with
the steady entrenchment of sections of industry, caused working fiction to be more
readily produced. The more outright labor conflicts in national politics brought about
portrayals of the working class as either disruptive or honorable, given the economic
perspective of the author constructing the portrayal. For example, after the creation of
labor guilds and the national Railway Strike of 1877, opposite reactions to the event
emerged in literature. This debate played out through working-class representations in
John Hay’s The Bread-Winners and responses to this literature. On one hand, ^^The
Bread-Winners represented workingmen’s unreasonable demands to rise as the desperate
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acts of venal men"(Hapke, 50). For the commentators on the Knights of Labor, a worker
organization, however, “industrial, intellectual, and moral probity was the goal of
striking (Hapke, 54). These opposite reactions to labor events in the Gilded Age and
Progressive Era brought about a new standard for American worker fiction - despite their
different portrayals, writers from different perspectives were beginning to recognize the
existence of economic classes in America. These opposite portrayals have been described
as “arriving at a truce," suggesting that American literature still failed to realistically
represent the conflicting consequences of a divided labor system. Additionally, the latter
part of the nineteenth century did not develop representations of minority workers, such
as freedmen, immigrants, or women (Hapke,62), which still left the critical idea that the
entire economic class system of America was still not being fully portrayed. In short,
“there was still an implicit idea that it was un-American to picture hellish labor'(Hapke,
63).
Around the turn of the century, American working-class fiction began to be
produced and written by people from working-class backgrounds, and the portrayals
subsequently evolved to be more accommodating than previous representations. An
“authenticity” trend that began in the 1890s involved middle-class authors choosing to
spend time among the lower class in order to write about working-class subjects in their
novels. This journalistic, authentic approach spawned novels like Jack London’s People
ofthe Abyss and Josiah Flynt’s Tramping With Tramps. Because these authors had spent
time among workers, the idea existed that their representations fought ignorance toward
the lower class that caused class conflict in the 1870s and 80s: “Underneath the different
habits lies a certain sameness, a common ‘humanity’”(Schocket, 140). The development
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of working literature at this time period was not limited to this trend of‘‘undercover'
portrayals, as the labor developments of the 1900s opened up opportunities for other
working ‘Voices to emerge, like the experience of immigrants. Authors during the early
decades of the twentieth century began echoing the Progressive movement in America by
attacking capitalism alongside their portrayals of a downtrodden class, for “they all in one
way or another gave the idea of a rising eastern European immigrant point of view’"
(Hapke, 121).
The onset of the Great Depression in 1929 brought about monumental changes in
the development ot an American working genre due to more Americans experiencing and
writing about poverty and the suddenly larger lower class. In the decade leading up to the
event,“a defeatism about labor militancy recycled the genteel worker of the nineteenth
century to meet the poor-white and ethnic longings of the new decade”(Hapke, 192),
resulting in confusion about where the genre of fiction should turn next. Reactions to the
Depression answered this question. On one hand, the economic turmoil of the 1930s
suddenly brought a heroic sense to the worker and directly challenged the idea of
American exceptionalism that had plagued American worker fiction from its outset.
Because a wide section of the American population experienced economic hardship
during this period, the working story became an American story and ‘‘by the early thirties,
working-class writers were beginning to speak for themselves”(Schocket, 203). On the
other hand, the extreme poverty of the 1930s brought about grotesque and condescending
representations of poor Americans, especially in southern and western locales. Erskine
Caldwell’s Tobacco Road, for example, is an extremely degrading look at a poor-white
family in Depression-era Georgia. This decade was crucial for the genre, as it produced a
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variety of different representations of poor America. It gave dignity to the American
worker and allowed workers to write about their own experiences, but the decade’s
extreme poverty also offered opportunities to condescendingly portray subjects as
uneducated or uncultured.
The genesis of the “Southern, white trash” representation connected to Brown
began in the early 1930s. The trope arguably began with William Faulkner and Erskine
Caldwell, who described their white trash as ‘‘inheritors of a kind of social and economic
immobility”(Schocket, 311). The image of a lower-class. Southern white that was
immobile gained traction as the twentieth century progressed beyond the 1930s,
eventually being resurrected in the work of Cormac McCarthy and Harry Crews in the
1970s. This development of a “white trash” figure is connected to the development of an
American working class literature as whole, for it demonstrates the eventual portrayal of
a “worker” who doesn’t work. As for the larger development of American worker fiction
in recent decades, the trend has been one of apparent “alienation and despair.” Though
the twentieth century saw the takeover of working-class representations by workers
themselves and great advances for the portrayal of African American and women
workers, the struggle of the American working-class genre to gain legitimacy still
persisted. Most recently, “what is new about the novels published in the 1970s or 1980s
is that the writers provide little sense that they have any programs for reform”(Hapke,
316). This persisting frustration, combined with the steadily recognizable image of a
white-trash subculture, formed the American (and Southern) environment in which Larry
Brown began to write.
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British Working-Class Literary History
The beginning of both a British working-class culture and literary tradition was a
much more predictable process than the beginnings of American working-class writing.
Britain gradually developed into a class-based society with the steady rise of
industrialism at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Unlike the more contentious
hurdles American working literature had to overcome to establish itself as a genre, the
development of British worker literature can be traced from diverse oral and written
beginnings within the working class itself. There was no pretense of a ‘'classless society”
in Britain around the beginnings of working-class literature, for “by the early nineteenth
century, the laboring poor were coming to look upon themselves as a separate class, with
separate interests and political demands’^(Vicinus, 8). Martha Vicinus argues in the The
Industrial Muse that working-class literature in Britain developed organically from
entertaining street literature during the nineteenth century. This “oral history” included
songs and broadsides “that were instrumental in helping the poor to make the transition
from oral to a written culture”(Vicinus, 26).
Additionally, the initial manifestation of British working-class literature as
political propaganda also demonstrates the diverse origins of the genre as it developed
into straightforward literary narrative. For the British working masses in the nineteenth
century, propaganda in the form of pamphlets, meetings, poems, and journals provided
information about working conditions, fostering intercommunication within the lower
class. Most easily connected to the Coal Miners’ Unions throughout the century, the use
of poems and narratives advocating class interests like fair wages and a safe working
environment eventually brought about poems and tales intended for both fellow workers
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and a middle-class audience: “Writers emphasized the dangers underground and the
constant presence of death (Vicinus, 82). These political working-class poems and tales
and works of entertaining street literature combined to consolidate working-class
representation among British workers.
From these origins, more traditional narrative forms and novels documenting
working-class experience arose from both lower-class advocates and the more privileged
middle class. The Chartists, a political group attempting to transform Britain into a
representative democracy, wrote fiction to achieve their political motives and hopes while
simultaneously documenting the working-class conditions that perpetuated suffering.
From this political stance, popular novels documented working conditions and
championed "a typical honest-hearted working man who embodied the best of the
working class”(Vicinus, 114). Conversely, representations of the working class also
arose from a more bourgeois perspective, with middle-class Chartists calling for “a
greater understanding between the classes”(Vicinus, 126) to solve the class conflict
steadily developing throughout the century. Representations in novels like Elizabeth
Gaskell’s Mary Barton depicted the working class as unable to better itself without the
help of the upper class. The presence of these different perspectives on how to portray the
working class at the very beginning of the British working novel further illustrates just
how long discussions of class have existed in British literature. However, though the
British working class saw themselves represented in a variety of novels and social-protest
literature, written portrayals from within the lower class itself were rare throughout the
nineteenth century, anticipating future discussions of authenticity and “ownership” of
true worker representations.
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At the beginning of the twentieth century, the first monumental examples of
proletarian fiction began being produced, with members of the lower class writing the
first true working-class texts. The first instances of members of the working class
attempting to represent ‘'life from below'’ maintained a strong realist tradition in the
mode of the early historical novel, positioning the British working class in a context of a
grand labor history. A key text that gradually gained importance in the history of British
working-class literature was Robert Tressel’s The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists,
published in 1914. The novel was “traditionally touted as the first, and definitive, radical
working-class text in modem Britain”(Fox, 63). Given Tressel’s working-class
background, the novel remained important as a new example of the working class
beginning to create its own voice. Though the book maintains the guise of a literary
novel, Tressell’s intentions remain overtly political, with some messages of the book
devolving into straight socialist propaganda. The novel focuses on a group of
construction workers being told of their historical and economic position by an educated
laborer. Tressel’s proletarian fiction was emulated in the later decades, making his work a
lasting point of reference. Novels written in the 1930s like Walter Greenwood’s Love on
the Dole “adopted [similar] versions of the worker-intellectual figure to function as an
emblem of class agency”(Fox, 79). These new proletarian novels informing workers of
their larger place in history through an educated character continued the historical realist
mode. Also, Tressel’s work commenced the trend of British working-class writers from
labor backgrounds, like Walter Greenwood and James Hanley.
Though the initial British working-class novels of the twentieth century
maintained the characteristics of the realist novel, during the 1930s, representations of the
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lower classes began to take on a more subjective and personalized tone in accordance
with the modernist trends of English literature at this time. This development set off a
debate over whether a communal or individual representation of working-class life was
more authentic and beneficial, and whether working-class representations needed a larger
historical context to be meaningful. Novels like James Hanley’s Boy and Life as We
Know It tended to focus on an individual or a singular community’s reaction to the
strictures and hardship of working-class life. Critic Ken Worpole argues that this new
subjective modernist style conveyed authenticity: “...class was experienced as the
rootlessness of city life, a succession of casual jobs, and moving from town to town.
There was also often extreme psychological isolation”(Worple, 79). Though a strong
domestic life and dependable support of a working community were hallmarks of
previous working-class novels up to this point, the disintegration of these idealistic
sources of security gradually vanished in modernist working-class portrayals.
The argument that a complex and psychological style could appropriately
represent a working-class experience steadily gained legitimacy in the British literary
discussion. The historical development of working-class jobs that were transient and not
tied to a particular community also added to this viewpoint. In James Hanley’s Boy, for
example, the described working class experience is one of a traveling sailor. For these
“episodic” jobs being described in British literature, a traditionally realist mode seemed
out of place (Worpole, 81). Pamela Fox views this discussion in terms of an argument
between the public and private realms in British working literature: “the modernist
division of public and private discourses grants their texts legitimacy by creating multileveled, complex subjectivity for their characters”(Fox, 108). This historical
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development, combined with the modernist literature’s stress on subjective forms,
brought forth this new mode, which allowed more workers to write about their individual
experiences, as they were not tied to any explicit political or historical message in the
way authors like Tressell previously had been. Though realist critics like Georg Luckas
stated that British working fiction should always place the narrative in a historical context
(Luckas, 51), authors writing during the modernist period made an attempt to construct
political messages by simply portraying a harsh economic reality.
After this ‘‘subjective style” developed in the 1930s, the next meaningful
development in British working fiction was the portrayal of more prosperous “lowerclass” subjects in the post-war prosperity of the 1950s. This literary development
followed historical developments in Britain, with the lower classes gradually moving to a
higher standard of economic stability. Themes during this trend involve an increased
emphasis on worker social relationships, finding joy and worth in labor, and the portrayal
of an ultimately healthier British working class. David Craig attributes this development
in British working-class literature to the 1944 Education Act: “the lives of the majority
have at last been able to find outstanding, imaginative interpreters, especially [Alan'
Sillitoe, David Storey, and Barry Hines”(Craig, 99).
The author who offers a case study for most of these mid-century developments is
Sillitoe, who wrote several novels portraying the British working class immediately after
World War II. Sillitoe and his contemporaries were able to bring working-class
representations farther into the mainstream from the previously marginalized cultural^
position they had occupied since Tressell wrote The Ragged-Trousered Philanthropists.
The working class of 1950s British literature was not on a brink of starvation or obvious
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exploitation like previous representations: “Above all, the narrative suggests that this life
IS a different one from the hardship experienced in the 1930s, but it is not enough. The
theme of the seduction of consumerism emerges”(Kirk, 63).
In these new novels, the sense of isolation and resistance to the working status
quo is maintained, even though the threat of intense poverty and industrial exploitation
appeared to have abated in these representations. Without the threat of lethal poverty, the
emphasis on social interaction among workers and even on satisfaction from a tedious
factory job is present in Sillitoe’s work. The protagonist’s relationships with various
women in Saturday Night and Sunday Morning steadily affect the plot, allowing
something other than reduced economic circumstances to drive the plot of these new
working-class novels. Further, the representations of labor in these mid-century novels
were not as “hellish” as previous works: “[The factory] is a vast theatre of the most
various human skills and experiences”(Craig, 103). Because the British working-class
authors of the mid-nineteenth century benefitted from improved education, they were
able to offer authentic portrayals of a new British working class that was experiencing the
benefits of a slightly more egalitarian British society. The worker during this time period
was still marginalized, but his literary representation was much more favorable than a
similar portrayal in 1930.
The 1970s and 1980s saw a so-called destruction of typical portrayals of the
British working class in both literature and popular culture. The decades also witnessed
the emergence of an “underclass” in British fiction that acted as a precursor to Irvine
Welsh’s addicts and bums. Unemployment rose in the late 1970s and 1980s in Britain,
due to the economic policies of Margaret Thatcher. Thatcher wanted to end welfare
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programs in Scotland and privatize housing projects in urban areas like Edinburgh. The
sense of decline and destruction as a result of this economic reality was reflected in the
working-class fiction being produced at this time. The Price ofCoal and Looks and
Smiles offer examples of this general feeling of despair among the working classes:
‘‘Personal despair is framed by public squalor, the metonymic collocation of these
fragments signaling a general decay”(Kirk, 93). The novels written during the period
were closer in representation and mood to the proletarian novels of the early part ofthe
century than to the optimistic “Sillitoesque” narratives ofthe 1950s. Ultimately, the gains
made by British working-class authors throughout the century in giving dignity and honor
to the lower class came under intense pressure during the 1980s with this legacy under
serious threat due to economic forces.
The gradual formation of a represented “underclass” in British writing and the
focus on the deterioration of the urban environment finally led to Welsh’s fiction at the
beginning of the 1990s. In the decade leading up to his publications, resentment toward
British interference in Scottish society brought about a new wave of Scottish writers
voicing their concerns: “This resentment fostered the explosion of what came to be called
the New Scottish Renaissance as writers began to explore Scottish identity and
experiment with narratives that allowed such exploration”(March,3)These two
hallmarks of Welsh’s writing were fiilly articulated in the decade leading up to his debut.
James Kelman, another contemporary Scottish author, wrote about the key themes of
economic and political alienation and a cityscape that retains no promise of past labor
gains. Kelman’s novels during the 1980s tapped into the larger economic British themes
of the time, and offered new authors like Welsh a specifically Scottish starting point at
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the lime of their formation as writers. In Kelman’s novel The Busconductor Hines,
several narrative strands collide, not only the historical domination of Scotland, but the
expropriation of the poor by the rich, or the workers by the idle”(Kirk, 121). Kelman
portrays characters on the periphery of an economic society in a country on the periphery
of Britain. The bleak themes of his novels dovetailed with the new representation ofthe
British underclass to make the literary environment ripe for the entrance of Irvine Welsh
in 1993.
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CHAPTER ONE - Thematic Comparisons: Underclass, Substance Abuse, and NonTraditional Family Structures
This chapter will compare the fiction of Larry Brown and Irvine Welsh, with
emphasis on their representations of working-class people. I will demonstrate meaningful
eonnections between the themes, narrative choices, and literary devices ofthe two
authors. The concrete connections explained in this section will serve as a foundation for
a more extended look at the issues of space and language in the following two chapters.
Here, I will focus on three themes: representations of underclass economies, substance
abuse, and working-class family life. In each case, I will examine how the theme applies
to poorer characters in the literature, but also how they react to and sometimes attack a
middle-class norm. First, however, I will present a biographical overview ofeach author,
as similarities in their backgrounds can provide an opening to study similarities in their
art.

Biographies
Larry Brown’s unconventional path to writing fiction has been painstakingly
documented in numerous interviews, an essay collection, and a published biography. His
“story” even turned into a marketable attribute to accompany his fiction, as Keith Perry
demonstrated in his essay in The Blue-Collar South ofLarry Brown. Brown was bom into
poverty as the son of a sharecropper in 1951. He spent his entire life around northern
Mississippi: some years in Memphis, but most in the rural area surrounding Oxford, a
town famous as the home of William Faulkner. After graduating from high school.
Brown almost immediately entered the world of work and ended any ties to formal
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education as a student for the rest of his life. He joined the Marines in 1970, and after
serving for two years and seeing no action, returned to Lafayette County in 1972. In the
following decade. Brown began a family and migrated between several blue-collar jobs,
finding a permanent one as a firefighter for the Oxford Fire Department. After working in
Mississippi for nearly ten years. Brown suddenly and defiantly began to write fiction in
1980.
Brown spent the 1980s working and trying to teach himself how to write. This
apprenticeship” stage of his life intrigues critics, students, and fellow writers, as Brown
taught himself how to write in the midst of rejection letters and work at the fire
department. In interviews. Brown often describes how this time was particularly difficult,
as he thought he would never be published. During this period. Brown wrote 100 short
stories and five novels, all of which were rejected. His only formal schooling involved
auditing a creative writing class at the University of Mississippi in 1982. Other than this
semester. Brown’s fiction formed entirely from his time spent with rural Mississippians
and his unflappable determination to improve as a writer. Brown’s first story collection.
Facing the Music, was published in 1988. Over the next fifteen years. Brown published
two works of non-fiction, five novels, and another collection of short stories. He died
unexpectedly in 2004. Brown’s biographical information is unusual for a professional
author because he was a true working-class Mississippian until his death. His life was
marked by constant interaction with people of his class and the land that surrounded him.
On the surface, Irvine Welsh’s path to becoming a writer is markedly different
than Brown’s homegrown success story. Welsh grew up in a completely different culture
and nation, and the circumstances surrounding his maturation as a writer are also not as
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“miraculous" as Brown's self-taught narrative. Despite these discrepancies, there are also
notable connections between the two lives. Like Brown, Welsh spent a great deal of his
life interacting with his eventual literary subjects by drifting among various jobs and
participating in rave culture. This would develop into an authority to write about
working-class life in Scotland and England.
Like Brown, Welsh was bom in the area he eventually wrote about, his life
beginning in Leith, the port area of Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1961. Welsh’s parents came
from a working background, with his father being a lifelong dock worker and his mother
waiting tables. Welsh lived in local housing projects in Leith at a young age. These
public housing projects were built by local councils primarily for working-class people in
the 1960s. After ten years of traditional schooling, Welsh’s formal education abruptly
came to an end at the age of sixteen. He left for London to pursue a punk music career
and ten years of menial jobs and troublemaking. During this time, he experimented with
drugs, played guitar in punk bands, and immersed himself in the rave scene. After a
serious arrest for trashing a community center,“a shaken Welsh decided to clean up his
act”(Morace, 9). Mirroring Larry Brown’s unexpected turn to writing, Welsh suddenly
began playing the role of a white-collar worker by establishing himself in Edinburgh’s
city housing department and studying for an MBA at Heriot-Watt University. During this
period of office work, Welsh began filling up his time writing fiction. Welsh published
Trainspotting in 1993 and shot to immediate commercial success with the novel’s motion
picture adaptation in 1994. In the years since, Welsh has published seven novels and four
short story collections and continues to publish today.
Both Brown and Welsh encountered economically depressed communities at an
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early age. Throughout their lives they were connected to working-class people who
would inform their literar>' characters. Most importantly, they both spent a significant
amount of time in their respective working societies before choosing to write at around
the same age. Though their paths to fiction may have been winding and unique, both
Brown and Welsh spent this time becoming authorities on the worlds and experiences
they portray in their writing.

Brown, Welsh, and the Underclass in Scotland and Mississippi
Both Brown and Welsh focus on a specific subset of working class-people.

Though I’ve repeatedly utilized the term “working class” up to this point, some
characters found in the fiction of both Brown and Welsh do not actually work in the
traditional sense. From a mainstream perspective, these citizens exhibit laziness,
immobility, or inability to function within a regularized economic system. Actually, these
characters simply exist in a non-traditional economic system that rivals the economy of
the mainstream. Typically, these characteristics would be identified with the term
“underclass,” a title applied to the lowest possible position in a class hierarchy. In some
of their works, both Brown and Welsh profile characters who are economically depressed
within a typical economy, but thrive in their own, underground economic worlds. After
offering a brief formal definition of“underclass,” I will showcase how both authors’
characters fit into this categorization and subsequently reflect each other.
The specific term “underclass” was first coined by Gunnar Myrdal, a 1960s
sociologist, though the hallmarks of the underclass were articulated a century before by
Karl Marx (Harrington, 187). American sociologists economically and socially
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distinguished this group of people in the latter half of the twentieth century. Two
established characteristics of the underclass category will be explained for purposes here.
First, the underclass is inherently contrasted with a more “deserving” working class, as
legitimate blue-collar workers supposedly have a place in an economic system. In
Myrdal's words, the new underclass “was composed mainly of young people who had
been rendered superfluous and nonfunctional by the development of the economy”
(Harrington, 189). People within the underclass remain poverty stricken, but make little
attempt to exist within the normal economic hierarchy. Second, in some definitions, the
underclass maintains a perverted “economy” dependent on thievery, drug dealing, and
addiction. To survive outside an accepted economic system, those on the lowest level of
an economic hierarchy will make their own illegal economy:“Much ofthe urban
underclass is made up of street hustlers, welfare families, drug addicts, and former mental
patients”(Mead, 73). Both Brown and Welsh create characters that fit into these
definitions of the underclass: people exhibiting an unwillingness to work within the
system, but surviving off an underground economy based on unconventional tactics they
demonstrate.
Larry Brown created several characters that remain outside the Southern
economic system. The most apparent enemy to a traditional economic mindset is Wade
Jones in Brown’s 1992 novel Joe. Wade demonstrates a rejection of mainstream ideals by
participating in his own economy of cheating, stealing, and killing his way to material
gain. Wade’s methods to achieve his economic status might seem unfavorable, but his
lying and stealing could be viewed as an economically efficient form of self-interest
emulating the most extreme capitalistic ideals. Brown introduces Wade at the very
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beginning of Joe as the patriarch of a migrant worker family wandering through the
countryside surrounding Oxford. The narrative does not progress far before Wade beats
his wife and steals food and money from his starving children: “The old man slapped her.
A sound like a pistol shot, his hand suddenly exploding on her cheek, the dark hair flying
around her head"(Browm,Joe, 34).
Any time Wade ventures into Oxford to interact with the mainstream society or
economy, the reader observes a complete conflict of interests between Wade and the
established community. Wade’s place in relation to the established system is apparent in
both social and economic settings. In one scene, as Wade attempts to interact with Oxford
citizens downtown, his appearance and mannerisms immediately distinguish him as apart
from this mainstream world. After first cheating his way into several bars, Wade
eventually ends up drunk and singled out among the revelers around the town square:“A
public drunk was reported, an inebriated senior citizen whooping out great obscenities on
the county square, performing some unmetered step on the timeworn bricks”(139). As
Brown describes Wade’s encounters with locals in this scene, he makes sure to note that
others immediately view Wade as an outsider, even down to his smell: “she pinched her
nose and abandoned her post”(138). Wade’s inability to even casually interact with those
inside the societal mainstream firmly places him on a social periphery where he conforms
to his own economic and social rules.
Wade’s separation extends to his attitude toward physical work that mainstream
society accepts as a legitimate contribution to the system. At one point, Joe Ransom
offers a Wade a position on his crew that kills old-growth forests. While the morality of
this environmental destruction is open to debate, the clearing of land for the timber
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industry' is viewed as a valid contribution to a mainstream local economy by middle-class
and industrialized society, and Wade's participation in the job would potentially lift him
out of his underclass status. However,just as he proves unable to exist in a social setting,
Wade almost immediately shows Joe and the reader that he will not participate in bluecollar wage labor: “The old man stepped behind a bush and sat down. The bossman
closed his eyes briefly and shook his head”(128). Brown places Wade in an underclass
position by having him blatantly reject opportunities for mainstream labor.
In his social and economic state, Wade indeed matches up with another writer’s
definitions of“underclass" citizen. Ken Auletta, an American journalist and writer in the
late twentieth century, described one underclass citizen as a “traumatized drunk who
frequently roams or collapses on city streets” in his book The Underclass(Auletta, 50).
However, another part of underclass existence involves participation in a “distorted
economy” to meet subsistence needs. So-called “underground” economic activity could
involve stealing, lying, or cheating to be economically efficient in a somewhat perverse
manner. Though Wade’s actions of theft and deception remain illegal, they are methods
of achieving economic ends in the most efficient way possible. In Wade’s personal
economy, the cheapest and easiest way to get food, alcohol, or housing happens to be
theft. These actions make his economy an underground one, but an economy nonetheless.
Throughout the novel, Wade concocts various schemes to avoid legitimately paying
money for goods and services. These acts of manipulation include everything from
stealing cash from his children to elaborately confusing merchants in town in order to
steal food and alcohol. In one sequence, Wade badgers the owner of a package store to
distract him while he steals a bottle of schnapps: “The old man turned just his head in an
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odd way. *I know what I want but I don't know what you call it’”(178). Brown details
over the next five pages how intricately Wade plans his meager heists, suggesting that his
character can be savvy and thrifty, even if it is to an illegal end. Wade Jones possesses
the worst characteristics of any Brown character, but he still exhibits a minimal effort to
get what he wants. These small hints of basic economic competence that Brown bestows
upon Wade allow the character to participate in an underground economy.
Another underclass character in Larry Brown’s work is Leon Barlow in the short
story "'92 Days.” Barlow’s nonstandard underclass economy does not revolve around
petty theft and deception like Wade Jones’s, but instead focuses on the work of a
struggling writer. Barlow’s efforts to publish fiction could be considered as separated
from the mainstream, as they do not contribute to the regulated economic system. The
reader immediately zeroes in on this conflict, as it is the source of Barlow’s anguish and
alludes to Brown’s personal struggle to become a writer: “I wrote through the afternoons,
stopped for a while to fix something for supper, then went back to writing again. There
was nothing I could do but keep going”(Brown, Big Bad Love, 151). Because the reader
spends a majority of the story holed up in a room with the furiously writing Barlow, it is
difficult to contextualize his actions with respect to the world outside his home. Any time
Leon ventures out into the surrounding community, he does so to briefly work so he can
spend more time writing, and almost all correspondence with other people involves the
same task: “I bought a small postage scale and weighed my own envelopes to the penny
and sent them back out”(150).
When the reader observes Barlow in his home passionately working toward his
dream, it almost becomes an injustice to classify him as a “non-worker.” Many in the
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novella do not consider his work as economically productive or helpful, as rejected short
stories can't contribute to the local economy. As the story progresses, Brown steadily
reveals how Barlow's work contlicts with a larger community and economic system. The
reader learns how Barlow holds no real Job outside of his writing, and exists off monetary
help from his family members and friends. Brown’s protagonist stays constantly drunk.
spends earned money on Junk food, and owes child support payments to his ex-wife:
The letter from the lawyer came in the mail. 1 had forty-seven dollars to my name. I
wondered if the Jail still fed only twice a day"(160). If the reader did not have access to
Barlow’s writing process and Brown’s first-person narration, Leon would appear to be a
bum wasting time and failing to take care of his children. However, a reader can more
easily forgive Barlow than Wade Jones, because Brown wants us to root for the
struggling writer and Barlow’s “economic” work does carry some artistic value and
worth. Writing fiction in an empty house indeed qualifies as nontraditional economic
activity, but at least this underclass activity avoids outright crime and degeneracy. Barlow
openly states that he avoids steady “acceptable” work, despite being disconnected from
his children and in miserable physical shape. He admits‘T considered full-time
employment for about fifteen seconds, and then realized that since I had made the choice
to be sorry, I wanted to be sorry full-time”(150). Even when Barlow’s friends try to give
him opportunities to make money, Barlow shuts himself offfrom the outside world. He
clearly remains in poverty, but exhibits no motivation to work in a manner that would
place him in an established economic system.
Through his interaction with rave culture and the drug-using communities of
Edinburgh and London, Irvine Welsh managed to put the epitome ofthe late-century
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Scottish “underclass" in his fiction. Similar to Brown’s characters, Welsh’s workingclass subjects are firmly placed outside the regular economic system and exist in their
alternative economies of narcotics and theft. Like Brown, Welsh’s rise to fame coincided
with the establishment of the underclass in Britain’s national mindset and in the
journalistic lexicon of both the United States and Scotland. The poverty Welsh depicted
in Trainspotting stuck out because it reflected the economic situation of a younger
generation and focused more on recreational drug habits than the mainstream Scottish
economic system. Christie L. March notes that “Welsh’s characters belie the success
story New Labour tries to promote. Welsh rejects the politically active working-class
figure as emblematic of the urban working class”(March, 24). The Scottish youth
underclass that Welsh portrays developed as a result of Scots feeling alienated from
Margaret Thatcher’s England and her “dismantling of the Welfare State Scotland”
(March, 3)in the 1980s. At the time, Scotland was “reassessing the power ofthe British
state in Scottish society”(Hassan). While Scotland reevaluated its identity and economic
position, the underclass youth found in Trainspotting began to become more
conspicuous. One gets the feeling that Welsh wrote specifically to document a group of
people apart from the standardized British economic system, especially given the
historical context.
The “alternate” economy in which Welsh’s underclass characters live mainly
concerns heroin, theft, and fraud. In Trainspotting, the young characters in Edinburgh
explicitly avoid work in the urban center, and instead participate in their economy of
illegal activity. Welsh opens Trainspotting by dropping the reader into a scene of drugstarved individuals searching for heroin: “He moves ower tae the windae and rests
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against it. breathing heavily, looking like a hunted animal”(Welsh, 3). Previous British
working-class no\ els dealt with working-class subjects attempting to survive within a
mainstream economy that kept them systematically marginalized. By comparison, the
characters in Trainspotting refuse to subject themselves to a standard economic system at
all. Like Brown's Leon Barlow or Wade Jones, the young characters in Trainspotting
complement their alternative economic position with a refusal to hold any legitimate job
in a mainstream sector.
When given an opportunity to interview for jobs before a government board, both
Renton and Spud purposefully botch their interviews to avoid actual work. Before the
interview, Renton says ‘‘Well what ya huv tae dae is act enthusiastic, but still fuck up the
interview. As long as you come across as keen, they cannae say fuck all”(Welsh,63).
The subsequent interview (with the two protagonists on speed) takes place at a breakneck
pace and effectively ends any chance for employment for either character. For example.
Spud informs the interview board that he lied on his application: “Whoah. Likesay,
gaunnae huv tae stoap ye thair, catboy. The O Grades wis bullshit, ken? Thought ah’d use
that tae git ma fit in the door”(Welsh,66). Renton and Spud recall Wade Jones in
meticulously constructing a confusing scheme to avoid legitimate work, and are similar
to Leon Barlow because they have a job opportunity but consciously reject participating
in a mainstream economy. The two authors’ characters fall into the same definition ofthe
underclass by avoiding “socially-accepted”jobs, making up a new kind of“working”class literature.
In Trainspottings Welsh provides numerous examples of characters participating
in an underground and often illegal economy,an economy based on goods and services
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outside societal acceptance. The most obvious examples of this are the characters that sell
and distribute heroin to make a living. Again, the opening scene involves the characters
searching for heroin and introduces “Mother Superior,'" a well-known dealer in the
Edinburgh slums whose real name is Johnny Swan. Renton describes Mother Superior as
“a junky as well as a dealer. We called Johnny ‘Mother Superior’ because ay the length
ay time he'd hud his habit"(Welsh, 6). In Mother Superior’s example, Welsh
demonstrates how the drug business is simply capitalism taken to the most extreme points
of competition. Though he describes an illegal economy, Welsh is also attacking the
dehumanizing and negative characteristics of capitalism in general, as it perverts both
personal relationships and the general idea of a ‘'nurturing character.” Though Renton
used to have a personal relationship with Johnny, the underground business of his drug
dealing removes any semblance of friendship or empathy between dealer and user. In
Johnny’s own words, they remain “jist associates.” Further, Welsh’s usage ofthe title
“Mother” in Johnny’s case is particularly striking, as it gives a title usually associated
with nurturing care to a deadbeat drug dealer who “cares” for his associates by getting
them hooked on drugs. Mother Superior’s work implies that an underclass economy not
only breaks established laws, it distorts personal relationships and makes criminals
“mother-like” due to their role in fulfilling a constructed need.
Dealing heroin is not the only example of an “underground profession” in
Trainspotting. Due to their various addictions, other characters similarly practice
unseemly trades to scrounge money to buy expensive narcotics. Christie L. March sums
up their efforts nicely, saying “they resort to stealing, running public assistance scams to
defraud the government and collecting additional unemployment benefits to fund their
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drug purchases'*(March, 21). Almost every character in Trainspotting advocates some
individual avenue for making money outside the established channels. Renton steals from
his parents and landlord. Sick Boy practices extensive money laundering and is a “bom
exploiter”(342). Spud blatantly steals. Again, all of these illegal actions can be viewed as
inherently economic,just within a system that does not conform to established rules.
Similar to the way Wade becomes economically efficient by stealing anything he can,
these urban youth characters find value in their actions, because the material gain is
immediate. This argument for alternative economies tied to underclass life is taken to the
extreme in the cutthroat heroin-economy that dominates the novel’s plot.
The drug economy in Trainspotting follows the general economic principles of
supply and demand: Mother Superior holds heroin, the “user” characters create the
demand (and steal because of this demand). However, the economic system appears in a
harsh light when the demand takes the form of Sick Boy trembling on the ground in a
state of withdrawal screaming “Rents. Ah’ve goat tae see Mother Superior!”(Welsh, 3).
In the drug world of the underclass, business is always good, especially when characters
“have nothing in their eyes but need”(Welsh, 4). Though the novel focuses on an
underground economy, this system ultimately points to hallmarks of a capitalist system.
Heroin is the ultimate product, the epitome of commodity, due to the intense demand as a
result of crippling addiction. The heroin market acts just like any “legitimate” market in
the main economic sphere, with prices, supply, and capital steadily fluctuating. While
working-class literature routinely debates the merits of capitalism through its harsh
portrayals of social stratification, Welsh’s look into an underclass economy allows the
reader to see the very worst effects of the exploitative potential ofsuch a system. His
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portrayal of the hyper-competitive drug economy unmasks the fact that the Scottish
characters are still marginalized in their underground economy, especially when they
would “walk oan ma hands and knees through broken glass fir a thousand miles to use a
cunt's shite as toothpaste"(22) to get a hit.

Brown, Welsh, and Substance-Abuse
Many characters in Brown's Mississippi or Welsh’s Scotland repeatedly fall
victim to addiction to narcotics or alcohol. While substance abuse is a particular hallmark
of underclass life, there is also textual evidence from both authors linking a blue-collar
life with the abuse of drugs or alcohol; not all addict characters in the work of the two
authors remain outside the accepted economic system. Brown and Welsh demonstrate
how substance abuse perpetuates an underclass system but also allows actively working
characters an escape from their poverty-stricken lives.
Though this chapter has mainly focused on “Brelsh” characters who willingly shy
away from work, other characters struggle with addiction in conjunction with lowly jobs.
Often, Brown’s representations of the blue-collar South involve workers who are also
alcoholics. Being drunk often prevents them from progressing in their lives outside of
their jobs and causes them to spend their leisure time in an altered state of mind. One
Brown character who does not enjoy particularly high economic status is Joe Ransom in
the novel Joe. As Christopher Rieger observes,“In a novel populated by shiftless
scammers and violent thieves, he is one of the only characters who holds a steady job. As
an independent contractor, Joe has accumulated quite a bit of money,though he retains
the recreational habits of his poor white friends: heavy drinking and driving country
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roads (while drinking)"(Rieger. 682). As Rieger points out, Joe is distinguished from
other characters in the novel simply by holding a job. Compared to Wade Jones, who fits
firmly inside the underclass, Joe has a certain respectability because he respects the
economic system and provides opportunities for others to work. However, Brown does
not distinguish between the underclass citizen and the working man when discussing their
leisure activities. Both characters spend their free time drinking. Joe drinks in part to
avoid the larger implications of his work: the deliberate killing of old-growth trees, a
form of substance abuse in itself: “he surveyed his domain and the dominion he held over
them not lightly, his eyes half lidded and sleepy under the dying forest. He didn’t feel
good about being the one to kill if’(203). Until he takes Gary Jones under his vvdng, Joe
has many reasons, stemming from his working and his social life, to turn to alcohol.
In the short story collection. Facing the Music, Brown creates several working
characters associated with alcohol or substance abuse, whether as an escape from the
reality of constant need or as a debilitating addiction that adds to the problems of poverty.
These examples again include characters not relegated to the stereotyped underclass, as
they actually hold jobs within the realm of accepted society. In “Kubuku Rides,” the
female protagonist, Angel, fractures her family through her alcoholism. The substance
abuse conflict of the story is immediately apparent, specifically in the way it affects a
working-class home. In the second paragraph, we learn that Angel’s alcoholism directly
interferes with the working life of her husband, Alan: “He been out loading lumber or
something all day long, he tired and ready for supper. But ain’t no supper yet. She know
all this and ain’t said nothing”(12). At this point in the story, Angel’s alcoholism causes
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Alan to get no reward for a da>- spent working: it prevents any opportunity for real leisure
because he is wholly concerned with her drunkenness.
As “Kubuku Rides" progresses, AngeFs alcoholism eventually diminishes the
value of Alan's work, as his wages begin to pay for her destructive tendencies. At two
points in the story, Angel's intoxicated actions lead to monetary loss for the family. First,
a broken wine bottle after a fight cuts Alan's hand: “Done unloaded two tons of wood
today and hospital bill gonna be more than he made''(15). Second, Angel crashes the
family car during an evening bender: “Alan say it won't never drive right no more. And
ain’t even paid for’'(25). Here, substance abuse within the working class is being
portrayed as directly in conflict with honestly earned wages. Economic struggle evolves
into something more drastic for this particular family because of Angel’s specific
demons. In this sense, substance abuse hurls a working-class situation toward an
underclass existence. Throughout the story, Brown does not explicitly state why Angel
turned to alcoholism so forcefully, but he hints that the family’s economic situation could
have contributed to this development: “some of this guilt his fault”(12). Ultimately, in
“Kubuku Rides,” Brown presents a working-class family splintered due to one
character’s addiction while simultaneously commenting that substance abuse is adverse
to a healthy working life.
The Rich” offers a look at alcoholism in the context ofthe extreme economic
divide between the privileged and the poor. The story centers on a poorer travel agent
interacting with wealthy, upper-class clients looking to travel the world. Brown strikes a
particularly bitter tone when talking about these clients, whom the narrator repeatedly
refers to as “the rich.” Brown’s personal commentary almost meshes with the narrator’s
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perspectiv e as he informs the reader of the rich's imlouchable privileges:"The ficVv are
logged and registered in computers all over the world. The wealth of the rich can he
verified in an instant"(39).
The entire story is focalized through the thoughts of the travel agent, and while he
elaborates on the nature of a privileged lifestyle, he also comments on people in poverty
by reflecting on his ow n life. The travel agent associates substance abuse with the poor:
"He'd like to sec the rich on relief, or in prison. Arrested for smuggling cocaine. Fined
for driving drunk. He'd like to see the rich suffer everything he ever sutYered that all their
money could heal"(39). Brown thus suggests that substance abuse defines the working
class just as plainly as a broken-down car or a beat-up trailer home. The association is
particularly striking because it is found in a stor>- that directly contrasts two economic
classes, yet brands the worker w ith the stigma of substance abuser. The stigma is
softened, how'ever. by the implication that regular working people use alcohol as leisure
or as a coping mechanism. Brown links the working-class to
an alternative lifestyle that
does not conform to middle-class norms. Though substance-abuse might seem taboo from
a middle-class perspective. Brown argues that these habits are tied to the workino-class
because these characters want to mentally escape their relegated place within the
mainstream economic system. In a way, these characters reject “established” society by
openly resorting to substance abuse to alter their perceptions of a “civilized” system.
Brown’s emphasis on substance abuse in his working-class representations finds
a parallel in Irvine Welsh’s Scottish fiction, which was repeatedly singled out for its
harsh portrayals of drug culture and for its setting within a nation with a strong drinking
culture. Though a lot of Welsh’s substance-abuse writing focuses on heroin and narcotic
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use, the ways in which addiction interferes with working life are similar to those found in
Brown's Southern tales. Like Brown, Welsh does not limit substance addiction to
characters from the underclass; other characters also turn to alcohol or drugs in the face
of everyday working life. In Trainspotting, Begbie is one of the few characters who
refuses to be caught up in the heroin addiction that plagues his acquaintances. Begbie
does remain prone to intense fits of violence and is considered by many critics as a
sociopath, but he still somewhat admirably resists being shackled to the drug and even
maintains a few working-class jobs throughout the novel. He maintains a mostly
monogamous relationship and is one of the only characters to have a child. However,
Begbie does struggle with alcohol and its effects on his temper. Though his penchant for
alcohol is not as drastic as Renton’s debilitating addiction to street heroin, the substance
does affect his life and the lives of those around him: “thirs that many problems wi
Begbie. One ay the things thit concerned us maist wis the fact this ye couldnae really
relax in his company, especially if he’d hud a bevvy”(75).
In this respect, Begbie resembles Brown’s Joe Ransom. Both characters gain
value when compared to underclass characters in their respective narratives: they achieve
some respectability by maintaining a working position and not succumbing to the
apathetic lifestyles of their acquaintances. However, both still struggle with alcohol and
the consequences of their intoxication. Brown and Welsh are on the same page here when
they describe the violent actions that are a result of substance abuse among their working
characters. For Joe it’s getting into shootouts with old enemies. For Begbie, it’s beating
up a bum at the slightest provocation: “Renton recalled the time Begbie had glassed Roy
Sneddon, in The Vine, for fuck all”(343). Begbie and Joe have respective but similar
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motivations for turning to alcohol, as they cither appear to have either little prospect for
improvement in a larger economic context (Bcgbie) or a tendency to stay in trouble (Joe).
In Welsh's Filth, the protagonist Bruce Robertson's work is corrupted due to his
repeated use of recreational drugs and alcohol. Bruce Robertson is not on the verge of
devastating poverty, but he does hold a place among those who labor for a living. That
place, however, is a unique one: Bruce's work is law enforcement. We’ve obser\'ed
examples of substance abuse destroying a home life or providing an escape, but Filth is
unique because the protagonist's recreational activities directly contradict his police
work: “Bruce's drug use, corruption, and disregard for the police system embody the
variety of negative characteristics Filth offers"(March, 16). For a large part of the novel,
Bruce is untroubled by his outwardly illegal activity. His vices do not threaten a familial
home life as they do for Angel in “Kubuku Rides,” and he does not seem to need an
escape from moral qualms about his work as a detective. Robertson is aware of the
implications of his actions:

I scored some good, gum-numbing cocaine fae a guy in a

brown bar. Then I was back out on the piss”(Welsh, 171). However, substance abuse is
particularly demonized here because the reader perceives the working-policeman
protagonist as a power-hungry hypocrite, A working profession typically devoted to
justice or peacekeeping devolves into a selfish tool for personal fulfillment. Bruce uses
his position within the police station to avoid being caught with his narcotics and to arrest
those who engage in similar behavior. Here, Welsh implies that substance abuse among
the working class also has the ability to demonize previously laudable professions Bruce
does not care that he mars his working-class reputation through his hypocritical actions.
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1 liough the pre\ ioLis section ot this chapter addressed the svibsvawce
drug cconom\ ot the underclass in 'I‘rai}]sponi)}i^, it slopped short o/'addressing howaddiction atlected undeiclass characters personally or their moii\'cs forahusinu heroin.
I'or many cliaracters in /}‘ui)isponin^. heroin use c\ ol\ es he\ ond a reereaf/o/2a7 habit into
a way to escape their place in the economic hierarch). Christie L. March argues that “the
heroin use lakes an emotional toll b\ offering means of escaping any painful emollons,
allowing characters to disengage from their em ironments"(March. 22h which Is an
indictment of their

environments as much as tiie characters. When Renton describes the

feeling ot injecting heioin. lor example, he mentions a complete diseneanerneju from
reality: "Ma dry. cracking bones are smoothed and liquetied b\- ma beautiful heroine's
tender caresses. The earth mo\’ed. and it's still moving"(11). For this moment. Renton's
economic place in mainstream society "docsnac" matter because he's existing in his owu
reality, without any class status to consider. Heroin remains a way to put otT
responsibility and the piospcct of entering a functioning society because these characters
can break free from established rules and expectations. In comparison, the process of
“getting clean” to rejoin the economic system remains utterly miserable compared to the
life of substance abuse: “A toothache starts tae spread fae ma teeth intae ma jaws and
mae eye sockets”(16). When resettling into the mainstream society is this difficult, it is
no wonder why these underclass characters constantly turn to substance abuse.
Substance abuse’s effect on a lower class is taken to the extreme in Traimpottmg.
Where Brown merely hinted in “Kubuku Rides” that Angel drinks to avoid confronting
her economic situation, Welsh showcases what occurs when characters completely shut
themselves off from accountability. The characters in Trainspotting are avoiding more
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than work: they're a\oiding hasie human emotion and eommonly accepted decency. Even
when Lesley's infant girl dies in the midst of the group's drug session, the only “rational”
thing the characters do in the face of abrupt tragedy is continue using to blot out the
experience: “Ye cookin? Ah need a shot. Mark. C'moan Marky, cook us up a shot”(55).
As a whole. Welsh's Trainspouin^ is a cautionar> tale for those on the fringes of society
who want to escape their realities through substance abuse. Like Angel in “Kubuku
Rides” or Wade in Joe. the Scottish characters in Trainspotting sometimes make their
economic situation worse by blotting out reality and taking refuge in an altered state.
Again, despite these actions, using heroin could be seen as a rejection of mainstream
ideals. When attempting to explain why he does heroin, Renton says that “Basically, we
live a short, disappointing life: and then we die. We fill up oor lives wi shite, things like
careers and relationships tac delude oorsels that it isnae aw totally pointless. Smack's an
honest drug because it strips away these delusions”(89-90). In this explanation, Renton
openly critiques mainstream society and explains that substance abuse allow^s no room for
delusion, because one freshly confronts the futility of society’s expectations after coming
down from every hit. Both Brown and Welsh’s working-classes latch on to substance
abuse for this very reason; their economic statuses will not change, so they might as well
alter their perceptions of an otherwise pointless existence.

Brown, Welsh,and Non-Traditional Working Families
In addition to their common portrayals of underclass life and the presence of
substance abuse, both Brown and Welsh often construct the poorer families in their
fiction in a way that does not easily conform to middle-class norms. Both authors provide
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examples ot biological tamilies whose relationships have deteriorated and also create
groups of people who maintain familial ties but are not connected by blood. Though a
nontraditional family is not exclusive to those existing in poverty, the absence ofthe
traditional family connects to the characters' economic condition. The novels and stories
of Brown and Welsh repeatedly imply that poverty restricts strong traditional families
from forming and sends working-class people to fulfill their familial needs through other
outlets. After reviewing the traditional norms for middle-class families in British and
U.S. society. 1 will examine how Brown and Welsh portray their working-class families
as deviations from middle-class standards.
American popular culture during Brown’s formative years was dominated by
images of a -’stable” middle-class family that

arose in the 1950s during the post-war

economic boom. The term “nuclear family arose during this time period and was
associated with a specific family structure,

George Murdock, an influential American

anthropologist, said the
proper nuclear family “contains adults of both sexes, at least two
of whom maintain
a socially approved sexual relationship, and one or more children, own
or adopted, of the sexually cohabiting adults’

(Murdock,34). The rise ofthis specific

family structure was linked to the
economic prosperity of post-WWII America. After the
tribulations ofthe Great Depression and WWII,Americans
middle class with a particular family ideal in which

associated the booming

marriage was seen as an essential

ingredient for a full and happy Ufe»(Mi„tz and Kellogg, 180). When an American citizen
thought ofa distinctive middle-class, this nuclear family
with it.
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structure typically came along

Associating “traditionar' family values with a healthy economy also characterized
political discussions ot the 1980s. For example "the family that the New Right defended
was an

idealized, middle-class, patriarchal family, a family predicated on male authority,

and romantic notions of motherhood'’(Thome, 19). In the 1980s, President Ronald
Reagan attempted to use the power ot government to encourage citizens to live by
traditional family values (Mintz, Kellog, 241). Brown’s Southern working-class
families typically deviate from such middle-class norms, as he creates nontraditional
families who do not conform to a “nuclear” stmcture.
Similar to post-war, baby-boom in America, Britain also refocused attention on a
specific family ideal after WWII. In Britain’s case, the trend resulted from a need to
rebuild a country and population ravaged by the war:“By the end ofthe 1940s, the baby
boom was swamped by new desires to ‘rebuild’ the family. This latter idea relied on
notions of the ideal (bourgeois) family with legal definitions of what constituted family
and the roles that members should play in it”(Peplar, 31). The Royal Commission on
Marriage and Divorce, for example, was established

in 1946 to address the rising divorce

rate in Britain and “tight up legislation in relation to the family and private momls”
(Peplar, 23). So there was a similar trend in Britain

that associated “stable” family

structure with middle-class distinction, a trend supported by the government itself
British popular culture enforced the importance ofthe institution of marriage and proper
childrearing in this post-war period. This idea of a “traditional

middle-class family

continued to dominate British society and politics until the time of Welsh’s first
publications. For example,“the Thatcher government introduced a new concept in law to
restrict the definition offamily with the adoption ofsection 28 ofthe Local Government
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Act of 1988. It aiicmpicd to ring-tcncc the idea of what constituted a family. The law
intended to address the intentional promotion of homosexuality in (predominantly
Labour-controlled) local authorities"(141). fhis late twentieth-century example of
British government defining a “proper" middle-class family demonstrates the “proper"
familial structure that Welsh eventually wrote against.
A wealth ot commentary on families in po\ erty is otTered in Brown's

as the

reader views the dysfunction of a family on the edge of starvation and also the patemallike bond formed between Joe Ransom and the younger Gary Jones. The poverty-stricken
Jones family receives immediate attention in the novel and becomes a major plot point
from the very beginning of the work. Brow n traces the development of the family as they
struggle to survive in the w oods of northern Mississippi. While the makeup of the family
may be traditional, with two parents and their three children, their meager material
possessions curtail any possibility of domestic harmony. Brown distorts the traditional
roles of the family members, with the younger son being the caregiver and the parents
acting as needy dependents; at the beginning of the novel, Gary is the one who makes
sure his sharecropping family has something to eat: “When he came back he was
dragging a gray hunk of wood with one hand and carrying in the other arm some dead
branches. He threw all this down and started off for more”(6). The family is introduced
without any semblance of intimacy; they seem to have been grouped together by accident
as they walk along the road at the beginning of the book: “He lay with one forearm
shielding his face from the eye of the sun. His family went on without him. He watched
them grow smaller in the distance, advancing through the mirrored heat waves”(2).
When Brown drops the Joneses in the middle of Mississippi, the reader immediately sees
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that their lives have been broken down by their roles as lowly sharecroppers and migrant
laborers; the “breadwinner” is a drunk, they once sold a child to buy a car, and the mother
has a serious mental illness. Here, Brown’s family does not conform to the middle-class
traditional family model because of the relentless obstacles that come with having no
home and a lather with no will to work and no work worth “willing” to do.
In a way, the tact that the Joneses in Joe maintain a traditional family structure
but live in wretched squalor implies that a middle-class family arrangement does not
necessarily bring about a stable domestic environment.
structure of a middle-class family, but their actions

The Joneses exhibit the accepted

and living conditions almost appear to

be a mockery of this accepted model. The family repeatedly attempts to maintain a sense
of domestic normalcy despite their undeniable material shortcomings, but their half
hearted attempts to act out middle-class
norms fail to better their situation.The family
does fulfill the structure ofa nuclear family with two parents and 2.5 kids, but this fails to
gamer any stability. Their most blatant attempt to latch on to something stable occurs
when they set up their dilapidated homestead in the
up being a twisted, grotesque version of

Mississippi woods,a place that ends

a so-called secure family life. In a descriptiion

that could symbolize the family itself. Brown presents their reclaimed home as a structure
falling apart at the seams: “The floor was carpeted beautifully with vines, thick

creepers

with red stalks matted and green leaves flourishing up through the cracks. An ancient
tricycle sat before the dead ashes of a fireplace”(31). The Joneses scrap together a
designated place to live, but this glimpse of normalcy, like their traditional family
structure, only goes skin-deep. Brown revealingly makes the Joneses the lone example of
a “traditional” family structure in the novel. And while they do fit into a certain familial
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norm, the family also exhibits the most blatant hallmarks of domestic dysfunction,
possibly implying that middle-class arrangements fail to help families in debilitating
poverty.
To complement the argument that traditional family structures in Joe do not
necessarily bring about domestic harmony, Brown provides numerous examples of
nontraditional familial links that provide nurturing relations and are actually admirable.
The bond between Joe and Wade’s son, Gary is paternal without any biological relation,
suggesting that working-class characters resort to nontraditional means to create stable
relationships. The main conflict in the novel eventually consists of the competing forces
that influence Gary, with Wade’s abusive relationship being directly atoned for by Joe’s
unofficial adoption of the boy. The reader also learns that Joe’s own domestic life has
fallen apart as Brown pushes the narrative into his home, making his sudden connection
with Gary particularly notable. When compared with the two individuals’ domestic
situations at the beginning of the novel, their experiences together seem particularly
harmonious. As flawed as Joe is, he begins to provide practical lessons and meaningful
guidance to the neglected Gary. In one scene at the end ofthe novel, Gary “drove out of
town slowly, happily on a cold beer, digging the music, the world as fine as he could
remember it being in a lifetime”(320). Joe’s imperfect, but ultimately positive, influence
on Gary is summed up in this short description.
Joe gets increasingly wrapped up in the tribulations ofthe Jones clan due to his
growing affection for Gary. When Wade pimps his own daughters, Joe’s relationship
with Gary causes him to interfere with the crime and his actions most likely get him
thrown back in jail: “he stomped on the gas and sped across the bridge and slammed on
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the brakes, and was out the door with the pistol almost before the truck had stopped
moving"(343). The fact that Joe is ready to kill in defense of Gary’s sister demonstrates
how deep their bond has become, however non-traditional it may appear at first glance.
A similar phenomenon occurs in Brown’s Fay, with a makeshift familial
relationship demonstrating more nurturing characteristics than one held together by
formal marriage. This example is unique, as Brown displays both the benefits ofa
nontraditional relationship and the shaky reality of a middle-class marriage in one
singular household. The protagonist and namesake of Fay is Gary Jones’s older sister, to
whom Brown returned nine years after he published Joe. After wandering around the hills
of northern Mississippi, Fay gets picked up and unofficially adopted by a middle-class
couple, Sam and Amy Harris. The relationship between Fay and her adopted parents is a
nontraditional arrangement resulting in part from her poverty. However, like Joe and
Gary s relationship. Fay s new place within the Harris household is comforting and
cultivating, allowing Fay the care she’d previously been denied: 'Amy took her to an eye
doctor m Oxford and got her a pair of glasses. Amy would help her at night.”(86). While
their improvised family situation comes to an abrupt end with Amy’s death in a car
accident, for a time. Brown again attributes a nontraditional yet nurturing domesticity to a
cross-class family relationship. One gets the feeling that if Fay had run away from a
middle-class home, Sam and Amy would not have been as concerned for her well-being.
However, since she obviously comes from an underclass existence, the two immediately
move to fulfill her material and emotional needs. Her status as an underclass character
also makes the arrangement work, since Sam and Amy avoid any formal adoption and
freely go about their new nontraditional lives.
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During the lime that he zeroes in on Fay and Sam and Amy,Brown also presents
the Harrises as an example of a nuclear, middle-class couple struggling with considerable
problems, despite their comfortable economic status. Here, the middle-class model again
fails to provide a healthy tamilial environment, making the nontraditional underclass
version a legitimate alternative. Despite their lake house and relative wealth, Sam and
Amy s relationship remains in shambles. Sam secretly cheats on Amy,and Amy is a
functioning alcoholic. Much of their present state can be attributed to the death oftheir
only daughter, and Fay notices their current dynamic:“They seemed to get along. But
what she noticed was that they didn’t touch. She never saw them kiss or hold hands”(86).
The reader gets the sense that before Fay enters Sam and Amy’s lives, their relationship
consisted of simply existing in the same household.

When Fay arrives, however,they are

suddenly able to latch onto something tangible, a force that rekindles parental energy that
had tapped out since their daughter died. In a way,the couple’s opportunity to live as a
nontraditional family ends up being a blessing. This also points to something unlulfilling
within a middle-class existence - steady work and materialism do not seem to connect
Sam and Amy before Fay arrives. Brown gives a “fringe” family model particular
importance here by demonstrating the benefits ofan unconventional way oflife on a
middle-class couple. Amy thinks,“What a wonderful girl to come into their lives. A
wayfaring stranger”(106). “Wayfaring” makes the reader associate Fay with a drifting
lower class, driving home the idea of an underclass character breaking a model reserved
for the privileged middle class.
Welsh’s urban domestic portrayals in Trainspotting match up with Brown’s
working Mississippi families because they similarly refuse to conform to the British
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middle-class \ ision of a stable home environment. After examining all of the different
families in Trainspottings it can be argued that Scottish underclass characters also form
makeshift families in a nontraditional manner. Further, some of Welsh’s middle-class
families also live completely dysfunctional lives and are openly critiqued. First, however,
Trainspotting offers numerous examples of relationships that are not connected by blood,
but some sort of real comfort and stability in the context of an underclass, drug-using
community. Due to economic hardship or circumstances arising from heroin addiction,
characters in Trainspotting often live together in makeshift domesticities and participate
in their habit as a group.
The protagonist, Renton, and his fellow drug users form a family-like connection
over their common addiction demons. Evoking Welsh’s “Mother Superior” character
from the underclass section, this matriarchal name also captures how the character
provides for” the addictions of the group. In the scenes where the characters inject
heroin as a group, Welsh creates a twisted sense of helpfulness and care. The

users take

the time to assist each other in their injections,just the way a middle-class family would
serve each other dinner: “Sick Boy toumiqued Ali above

her elbow, obviously staking his

place in the queue, and tapped up a vein oan her thin ash white arm'

(8).Though Renton’s

group of user friends are not blood related, they share in the highs and lows ofcommon
experience like a more traditional family, as the heroin in their veins becomes their
common “blood”-line. By having the “same” blood, their drug habits become the
connections through which they form their nontraditional family. They share i
m the literal
high of the communal injection of heroin at one point, but commiserate over the death of
one user’s infant child in a more depressing scene: “Whit happened to the bairn’s nowt
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tae dae wi the skag. It's no Lesley's fault either. Ah wis oot ay order saying that. She wis
a good mother. She loved that bairn. It's naebody’s fault”(55). While the middle-class
perspective would surely look down on this familial structure, the arrangement obviously
works tor these underclass characters, and this fact again attacks the idea that only
middle-class familial structure achieves domestic harmony. These underclass characters
form a family that works for their present needs: a nonjudgmental support group that is
commonly aware of the dangers of their collective addiction.
If the underclass families of Brown and Welsh invite consideration as alternatives
to a middle-class norm, that norm itself undergoes condemnation in Trainspotting.
Renton and the other main characters in the novel are explicitly aware of mainstream
Scotland s attitudes toward of their lifestyle, which includes their habits and makeshift
familial groups. But Welsh also includes passages that directly challenge Britain’s
bourgeois values. Often, Renton informs the reader that he understands how he is
“supposed” to see family life, but he will then offer a biting critique ofthe system. In one
of the most famous passages of the novel, a passage eventually used to market the motion
picture adaptation of the book, Renton addresses the normative “Scottish family” in a
manner that reeks of disgust: “Society invents a spurious convoluted logic tae absorb and
change people whae’s behavior is outside its mainstream. Choose rotting away...a total
fuckin embarrassment tae the selfish, fucked-up brats y’ve produced. Well, ah choose no
tae choose life”(187-188).
Here, Welsh has his underclass characters explicitly debunking the idea that a
middle-class family structure brings fulfillment. After reading this viewpoint, one gets
the sense that Renton would not only be unfazed by Joe and Gary’s relationship in Joe,
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but would also view it as an acceptable familial system in the context oftheir economic
situation. Welsh gradually makes it clear over the course of the novel that his characters
are content w ith the close relationships made with their friends. At the end ofthe novel,
Renton doesn't wax nostalgic for his family as he finally leaves Scotland, but instead
experiences strong feelings about his relationships with his friends: “Renton’s real guilt
was centered around Spud. He loved Spud”(343).
To complement the acceptance of a drug-user family lifestyle and the open
questioning of middle-class life, Welsh also features dysfunctional middle-class families
in the novel. Almost every “normal” family in the book has some inherent problem,
suggesting that middle-class families do not necessarily live up to their idealized
reputations. Again, these examples strengthen the argument that Brown and Welsh’s
nontraditional working-class families maintain some flawed worth, as wealth does not
seem to fix problems experienced by more privileged families. At first glance, Renton’s
brother, Billy, is portrayed as Renton’s polar opposite. Billy serves in the British army,
appears to be monogamous with his wife, Sharon, and plans to support their soon-to-bebom child. When Billy dies in action, he receives a funeral that marks society’s
acceptance:“He made the News at Ten. He had a posthumous fifteen minutes offame.
People offered us sympathy. It was nice tae accept anywey”(211). However, Welsh is
sure to make clear that the Billy’s supposedly idyllic family life is surface deep. During
Billy’s funeral, Renton grotesquely reveals the nature of Billy and pregnant Sharon’s
relationship by having sex with her in a bathroom.
For the underclass characters in Trainspotting, middle-class families remain just
as broken and distmstful as their own. Renton and his friends have no desire to conform
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to traditional family standards, because they see that similar problems of alienation and
abuse exist in e\ ery economic class. Welsh even informs the reader that “Billy battered
Sharon] oan occaisions, humiliated her”(221), revealing a sexual deviancy in the
middle-class family that mainstream society often characterizes as an “underclass”
problem. In the novel, familial problems are not confined to the working class, and Welsh
makes the argument that underclass characters should not necessarily strive to be a part of
a middle-class domesticity.
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CHAPTER TWO - Geographic and Literary Peripheries

The second chapter was intended to provide strong textual evidence from both
Brown and Welsh that would allow the reader to see specific and meaningful avenues of
comparison between the two authors around the issues of the underclass, substance abuse,
and nontraditional families. The final two chapters, however, involve more abstract ideas.
This chapter will focus on the geographies at work in the fiction of the two writers and
where working-class characters exist within the space of their countries and communities.
After establishing that the physical environment of the working-class characters in Brown
and Welsh are similar, I'll examine the fiction through Immanuel Wallerstein’s idea of
core and periphery, arguing that the characters exist on the peripheries of several distinct
spheres. Finally, I 11 apply the idea of core and periphery to the structure ofthe texts
themselves, arguing that the style of Brown and Welsh occasionally remains
disconnected from a strong structural organization and thus portrays the episodic life of
their working classes more fully.

Comparing the physical geographies of Brown and Welsh may seem
counterproductive, as the settings of their fiction distinguish their stories and characters
and allow them to be grouped in different literary categories. Brown is a distinctively
Southern writer, with his novels and stories confined to Mississippi and Memphis,and
his portrayal of rural Mississippians allows him to be grouped in the established genre of
U.S. Southern literature, as Jean Cash and Keith Perry do in their recent collection of
essays on Brown’s “blue-collar South”(see Cash, xxxiii). Welsh’s fiction stands literally
worlds away from Brown’s representations of northern Mississippi. His work portrays an
urban area of Scotland, and his representations of Edinburgh and Scottish characters
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classify him in the “Scottish fiction" subset of British literature. Comparing the two on
the basis of geography would then appear troublesome, as their settings seem only to
collide in analysis. However, the settings of the two authors do have one meaningful link
in

common, and this is their placement of working characters in “outer” geographic

spaces. Both authors focus on very specific areas that depend on associations generated
by the surrounding region. Welsh’s fiction takes place within his native Scotland, which
historically and socially exists in relation to England and the United Kingdom in general.
The American South and Scotland are comparable, as there is a common history of
rebellion and a degree of alienation from the more established nation. Despite being
rather large regional areas, both the South and Scotland have a history of being
marginalized, and the geographic placement of the fiction distances the represented
working classes even further from a perceived mainstream.

It is important to note this similarity in geographic placement between the two
authors because the marginalized settings of their fiction add to the already expected
poverty and hardship that goes along with placement in a working or underclass
environment. That is, the characters Brown and Welsh create have to deal with their
troublesome regional and national identities in addition to their bouts with material needs.
These sentiments are incredibly strong in Trainspotting, with Welsh repeatedly
incorporating the characters’ relationship with English figures and their own Scottish
heritage. When Renton articulates his disdain for the drunken young men he sees in a bar,
he immediately invokes their Scottish identity in addition to their economic position. He
calls them “Fuckin failures in a country ay failures. It’s nae good blamin it oan the
English fir colonising us. Ah don’t hate the English. They’re just wankers. We’re
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colonized by wankers. Ah hate the Scots’'(78). Renton seems to have internalized ideas
about the marginality and peripheral position of Scots. As seen in this quote, such
marginality has become part ot his identity. Similar to the analysis of underclass and
nontraditional working lamilies in Welsh's fiction, the Scottish identity ofthe characters
also places them outside ot a nationalistic mainstream. Welsh repeatedly uses the word
colonising in Renton s quick rant, which immediately brings about associations ofan
unequal political and social relationship between two areas. Even though Renton doesn’t
hate the English, he is unable to define his acquaintances as Scottish without immediately
contextualizing his national space as in response to another, more powerful nation.
Welsh s working class is constantly distinguished as a Scottish working class, and this
geographic distinction plays a large role in the overall representation. Not only are
Welsh’s working characters existing outside a mainstream economy, but the national
economy and society itself is subjected to a colonized position and constant feelings of
inadequacy.

After the Civil War, Brown’s American South was similarly subject to
colonization from the North during Reconstruction, and his environment still evokes
feelings of disconnection from a larger national body and contains characters
participating in a smaller rural economy. Larry Brown’s blue-collar South is portrayed as
lagging behind the increasingly industrialized American nation at the end ofthe twentieth
century, and his characters have to deal with their place in a specialized region apart from
the national economy. Here, the geographic setting of Brown’s fiction plays a similar role
to Welsh’s Scotland when analyzing the author’s working-class people. The disconnected
geography of the South plays an important role in the pursuits and actions of Brown’s
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working-class people. Like the characters in Welsh’s Trainspotting or The Acid House,
Brown’s Southerners have to deal with their spatial placement and local environments. In
Robert Beuka's analysis of Fay, for example, he notes how a large part ofthe violent
novel comes from the South’s distinction as a region separated by violence: “As a poor,
white trash girl from the hills, she sees no alternative. Her family and socioeconomic
background precede her and have already determined her fate”(Beuka, 80). And
similarly, anyone analyzing Brown’s working classes must take into account how the
localities of the fiction affect the specialized economic realities of the characters. Like
Scotland, the South can be viewed as a subset of a larger nation in which the historical
and cultural relationship with a larger area has an effect on social and personal
experience. The South plays an integral role in the lives of Brown’s characters, and critics
were quick to note this constant feature of Brown’s fiction: “Following in the tradition of
Crews, arguably the first writer to sympathetically depict the region’s working class.
Brown produced a body of work that still further humanizes its members”(Cash, xix).
Brown s characters are inherently the South’s characters, and similar to Scotland’s effect
on Welsh protagonists, the entire region tailors working-class lives to its own history.
Though I ve only argued so far that both Brown and Welsh place their workingclass characters in marginalized geographic regions of larger nations and communities.
I’d like to venture further and posit that the fictional characters in both Mississippi and
Scotland inhabit even the outer fringes of these already peripheral regions. The term
“fringes of society” routinely applies to members ofthe lower classes, but the characters
in both Brown and Welsh exist on the geographic fringes of their local economies and
societies. On the last page of Trainspotting, Renton reflects and informs the reader that he
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“could never go back to Leith, to Edinburgh, even to Scotland, ever again”(344). In this
short sentence, Welsh breaks down the descending levels of geographic area that I’m
trying to articulate. Renton and his fellow underclass mates live in Scotland, but more
specifically in a fringe area of the city of Edinburgh, the dock community of Leith.
Within Scotland and the South, both Welsh and Brown push their characters to the
physical edge of these regions and geographic centers. In Brown’s fiction, almost all of
the dramatic action takes places outside any real civic “base” and is instead relegated to
the surrounding countryside. In interviews. Brown makes it clear that he isn’t from
Oxford: ‘I was bom in Oxford, but we lived about twelve miles out in the country”
(quoted in Watson, Conversations^ 50). To correspond with Renton’s breakdown of
Trainspotting s geographic area, an appropriate corresponding categorization would be
the ascending areas of rural countryside, Oxford, and the South. Brown’s characters are
thus relegated to the outer areas of an already marginalized region. Despite the superficial
geographical differences in their settings, then Brown and Welsh place their characters in
similar geographies of power. This point is especially relevant to a discussion ofBrown
and Welsh and working-class fiction, as peripheral geography plays a large role in the
lives of poorer characters.
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The words “peripheral.

outer,” and “fringe” are key concepts in Immanuel

Wallerstein’s explication of core and periphery in his introduction to world-systems
analysis. Wallerstein is a scholar at Yale University who helped pioneer world-systems
analysis, which offers “a new perspective on social reality”(Wallerstein, 1)and an
approach to understanding the history and development ofthe modem world.” The
relevant part of World-Systems Analysis for my purposes is Wallerstein’s adherence to
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the idea of a core-peripher>' geographic and economic model. In the world economy,
core-periphery in short says that “some countries [the core regions] were stronger than
others and were therefore able to trade on terms that allowed surplus-value to flow from
the weaker countries [the periphery] to the core (12). Later, Wallerstein explains that the
core-periphery model turns into a geographical relationship, and this is the entrance point
for application to the present argument about working-class geographies. I’m specifically
incorporating Wallerstein’s idea of core and periphery because it directly complements
the argument that Brown and Welsh employ similar geographic zones within their fiction
in which they place their working-class people. If one is going to argue that the specifics
of geography are important to understanding these working class representations,
Wallerstein’s

core-periphery model can help explain why they are.

The overall idea of core and periphery may initially seem inapplicable to a
comparative analysis between Brown and Welsh. Wallerstein typically applies his model
to the economic relationships between separate countries. Initially, the term applied to
international trade relationships and was taken up by Raul Presbich ofthe UN Economic
Commission for Latin America in the 1950s: “International trade, was not,[Presbich and
others] said, a trade between equals”(12). Because the model initially described these
unequal international relationships and economic disparities, Wallerstein’s term must be
tailored to apply to the specific geographies I have identified at work within Scotland and
the South. This opportunity arrives later on in his work, when Wallerstein posits that a
core-periphery relationship is also inherently geographic. Using the more ambiguous
term “states,” Wallerstein says that “there is a geographic consequence of the core
peripheral relationship. Core-like processes group themselves in a few states and
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constitute the bulk of production. Peripheral processes tend to be scattered among a large
number of states” (31). Vm going to be applying Wallerstein’s references to “states” and
“nations” to articulated geographic “zones” in Brovvn and Welsh’s fiction. His coreperiphery relationship between “nations” and “states” translates well into discussing the
“zones” of Scotland and Leith in Welsh's case and Oxford and the countryside in
Brown's case. As we'll see, it is entirely appropriate for Brown and Welsh to place
working-class portrayals in these areas, as they are decidedly peripheral both in
geography and economics. Working-class people tend to group in peripheral zones
because, according to Wallerstein,“what is a core-like process today will become a
peripheral process tomorrow”(29). That is, a highly profitable production process is
initially monopolized in a core area, but then production gradually shifts to numerous
peripheral areas that makes the initial “core” area less profitable. Underclasses
concentrate in these peripheral (once-core) areas, as they harbor a lack of profitability and
lost opportunity. This is especially relevant to a discussion of Welsh’s Leith, as the
neighborhood was once a “core” shipping and docking zone, but underwent a decline in
the twentieth century as the industry declined and left the “peripheral” zone present in
Welsh’s portrayal.

Wallerstein argues that accumulated capital moves from a weak region
(periphery) to a strong region (core) through both unequal exchange and the act of
plundering. Unequal exchange occurs “when competitive processes are in a weak
position and quasi-monopolized products are in a strong position”(28), and this is present
in the deforestation work throughout Brown’s novel, Joe. A large part of the novel
centers on Joe Ransom’s business, which involves deadening trees to be used as timber.
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There are several scenes in which Brown explicitly describes this deadening process and
the intrusion of an industrial business onto an unadulterated landscape. The deforestation
could be seen as allegorizing the way a core state creeps into and expands into a
peripheral state and weakens it for the advancement of its stronger economy. The
competitive process that is necessary in the weaker periphery would be the competition
among working-class locals to compete for low paying wage work in this timber industry.
Weyerhaeuser, the timber company in the novel, monopolizes the forest resources and
industrial process in a ‘‘core-like” process. This intrusion is exemplified in the scene
where Joe and Gary meet for the first time. As the young Gary wanders through the
Eden-like woods, he spies Joe’s workers and their poisoning activity: “They emerged
slowly in the distance through the slanted trunks and matted tangles of briars, slashing
doggedly at the trees and nets of vegetation that hung like the giant webs of spiders
across their paths”(111). Jay Watson’s treatment of this scene articulates the abrupt
change in mood with the introduction of the workers, and his analysis could be applied to
a core economy moving into a decidedly peripheral area: “In six months the land will be
replanted in pine seedlings. And within a few years the dead trees will be on the ground,
completing this triumph of silviculture”(Watson,“Economies” 52). One almost wouldn’t
be surprised if Watson had applied the term “core” to the “raw economic opportunity”
that destroys the (peripheral)“numinous, sheltering landscape”(52). In Brown’s example
of the modem industrial economy intmding into the Mississippi countryside, one can see
Wallerstein’s unequal relation between core and periphery being established. Suddenly,
the countryside, the space I’ve established as most peripheral in Brown’s world, is
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colonized as a weakened extension of the core economy that dominates more developed
areas in the South.

The resulting core-periphery relationship between an industrialized regional
economy and the Mississippi forest shifts most of the benefits of the economic
relationship away from the workers in this “peripheral” countryside and concentrates
most of the profit from this timber industry into economic centers away from this natural
source. Wallerstein associates “competitive processes” with peripheral regions, as “there
is a constant flow of surplus-value from the producers of peripheral products to the
producers of core-like products”(28). Because Joe’s band of workers,through their
initial process of deadening timber, stays close to the peripheral area of production, they
are subject to this “flow of value” away from their own jobs in the form oflower wages.
Wallerstein’s “quasi-monopolistic processes,” in this case, the eventual manufactured
timber sold as a result of this deadening process, benefit the actual timber company in a
core-zone away from the peripheral workers in the forest; the industrialized company in
the core-zone benefits most massively. When Joe explains to Gary the nature of his work
as Gary watches the workers intrude on the land, he’s indirectly informing the reader of
his place in Wallerstein’s core-periphery model: “Weyerhauser land. They kill the timber
off so they can come plant pine trees on it. Next winter we’ll come over here and put out
little pines on it. And this’ll die and be on the ground in the next six or eight years”(112).
Joe and his workers on the periphery of this timber economy are responsible for this
initial competitive process that brings the lowest wages. In a way, both the land and the
workers are being exploited by the core-periphery timber industry that intrudes on this
Mississippi forest.
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Earlier, I noted Renton's repeated usage of the word “colonised” in his rant about
the state of Scotland and its place in relation to England. This articulated act of
colonizing and being colonized is especially relevant to a discussion of core and
periphery, as Immanuel Wallerstein singles this relationship out as being the most
unequal of all eore-periphery relationships. He writes that “the colonial state was simply
the weakest kind ot state in the interstate system, with the lowest degree of real
autonomy, and therefore maximally subject to exploitation by firms and persons”(56).
While the most blatant history of colonization between England and Scotland had long
passed by the time Welsh began to portray the capital of the country, this history of
colonization obviously still lingers in the collective Scottish mindset. When seen in the
context of Wallerstein’s remarks on colonization, Renton’s modem evocation ofthe word
colonized” seems particularly damning for the country and the lower classes within it:
We can’t even pick a decent, vibrant, culture to be colonized by. No. We’re ruled by
effete arseholes”(78). If Wallerstein’s world-system analysis is to be applied to the
fiction, Welsh’s Scottish setting immediately puts his underclass characters at a farther
disadvantage because they exist in a historically “weakened state.” In his introduction of
the strong state-weak state relationship, Wallerstein explains that “strong states relate to
weak states by pressuring them to accept cultural practices”(55). So even when a reader
considers the entire country of the working class characters in a novel like Trainspotting,
they exist under this history of oppression as a peripheral country. While walking through
London,for example, Renton notes how similar it feels to Edinburgh’s city center: ‘Ah
remember walkin doon Princes Street wi Spud, we both hate walkin along that hideous
street, deadened by tourist and shoppers, the twin curses ay modem capitalism. Ah
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looked up at the castle and thought, it’s just another building to us”(Welsh,228). Here,
Renton demonstrates how his underclass generation has lost most respect for the diluted
Scottish culture around them, including the national monuments that dot Edinburgh. This
quote reflects Wallerstein's view that “core” cultural practices permeate “peripheral”
zones, with the intense capitalism and nationalism of England affecting the heart ofthe
Scottish capital.

This process of a core economy steadily advancing on an outer area is similarly
present in the corresponding peripheral area of Leith in Trainspotting. Even within
Scotland, a country that has a history of colonization and an established “peripheral” feel
to it, there are even deeper levels of inequality within Edinburgh, the capital. This
dynamic is slightly different, as both Edinburgh and Leith are urban areas. Also, when we
encounter Leith in Trainspotting, the process of a core economy weakening a peripheral
coastal area has already occurred and we can thus observe the effects ofthe phenomenon.
So instead of the core and periphery being distinguished by drastically different
environments, the example in the Scottish capital relies on a difference in economic
opportunity. The novel accesses the difference between this past and present histoiy
when Renton and Begbie venture to the Central Station in their peripheral neighborhood
of Leith late at night. The train station, a symbolic monument that previously connected
the shipping industry of Leith to the larger economy, stands barren and desolate. Further,
Renton informs the reader of the core economy’s plan to impede on the space:“We go
fir a pish in the auld Central Station at the Fit ay the Walk, now a barren, desolate hangar.
which is soon tae be demolished and replaced by a supermarket and swimming centre.
That makes us sad, even though as wis tae mind ay trains ever being there”(308). The
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placement of a more Anglicized structure on an old symbol of Leith’s participation in the
national economy symbolizes Wallerstein’s argument that core-economies steadily take
over peripheral areas, economically and culturally.

To see how these fringe environments influence specific episodes in Brown and
Welsh, one can look at several instances where the character’s actions and circumstances
are the result of the surrounding rural South or the Edinburgh slums. Scotland and
specifically the Leith community of Edinburgh play a large role in shaping the characters
of Trainspotting. Leith is the lower-income fishing community that Welsh grew up in and
lies just beyond the Edinburgh city center. The young underclass characters in
Trainspotting are relegated to tenement houses in this lower-income area, and are
symbolically pushed out of the mainstream capital of their once-colonized country.
Welsh was attempting to portray the poverty and rampant drug use in Leith through his
debut novel, and the representations of Leith in the book make the community seem
particularly violent, downtrodden, and separated from the nationalistic promise ofthe
Edinburgh capital.

In one scene entitled “Trainspotting at Leith Central Station,” Welsh follows
Renton as he physically travels from central Edinburgh into his home neighborhood of
Leith. The reader can observe the environment physically change and Renton’s
perception of it change as he travels down Leith Walk between the two areas. The scene
starts in the Edinburgh city center, with Renton passing “chattering ay groups ay middleclass cunts as they troop oot ay the opera: Carmen... ah stroll on. It’s downhill all the
way (306). This more privileged area is higher, as it contains the mainstream national
economy with “proper” cultural events and restaurant reservations. As he travels
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downhill, away from the established urban core of the capital, he begins to note the
gradual differences between the two areas as “a polis car frantically hurtles doon the
Walk... and three guys stagger oot ay a pub’'(306). As Renton finally enters his own
neighborhood, he summarizes his community in a nutshell when he informs the reader
that ‘in terms ay probability, the further ye go doon the Walk at this time ay night, the
mair likely ye are tae git a burst mooth. Perv'ersely, ah feel safter the further doon ah git.
It’s Leith. Ah suppose that means hame”(306). This is a very telling passage and directly
relevant to the discussion of peripheral geography, as Renton simultaneously articulates
the dangers of a distinctly working-class area but also firmly accepts that he belongs
there. The inhabitants of Leith appear to be drunker, angrier, and more violent than the
wider metropolitan populace of the Edinburgh capital, with this community being
physically pushed toward the coast and far away from national landmarks like the
Scottish Parliament or Edinburgh castle. Renton realizes that he “feels like a predator”
while in Leith, and this feeling of being hunted or hunting permeates the mood ofthe
novel when the characters enter the more lawless borough. The spatial setting of
Trainspotting cannot go unnoticed in a discussion of working-class geography, because
within the settings of Edinburgh and Leith, we get a sense ofthe historical
marginalization of Scotland by being in the capital and also the further alienation ofa
community separated from an already marginalized area. By relegating his working
characters to the neighborhood of Leith in Trainspotting, Welsh is making their lives
noticeably more difficult beyond simple poverty and bearing out the title ofthe novel.
After all, if the characters fail to move beyond the apparently insurmountable borders of
Leith, all they’ll be doing is “watching trains go by.”
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In a way, the Mississippi countryside that surrounds Oxford in most of Larry
Brown's work plays a similar role to Leith in Trainspotting due to its physical position
relative to a more mainstream center and its tendency to harbor violence and a lawless
code of retribution. If Welsh's Leith-Edinburgh-Scotland distinction can be applied to
Brown's fiction, the countr)side wnuld be the outer zone of residence for Brown’s
characters that places them in an even more rural environment than the relatively small
town of Oxford. In Brown novels like Joe, Father and Son, and Fay, the untamed country
setting plays a considerable role in the working-class lives of the characters. Brown’s
fiction was repeatedly noted for its connection to the land around him, and his poorer
characters are inherently tied to the countryside in the same way that Welsh’s heroin
addicts are tied to Leith. In the only collection of essays about Larry Brown’s fiction,
Larry Brown and the Blue-Collar South, a few essays deal with the relationship between
the countryside and the dramatic action of the story. For example, Robert Beuka argues
that the landscape surrounding Oxford in Fay fosters intense poverty like that seen in
Leith: “While the classic naturalism of Thedore Dreiser and Stephen Crane created
indelible impressions of the teeming inner city as the dark, suffocating world ofthe lower
class, the mostly rural settings of Fay present an entirely different realm of deprivation,
but one that presents a similarly deterministic trap”(Beuka, 75). This description of
Brown’s rural peripheral environment illustrates the naturalistic geography that connects
the Mississippi countryside and the Edinburgh neighborhood of Leith.

Brown’s countryside contains the same violence and shady characters of Welsh’s
fringe environments, similarly adding to the hardship of already impoverished characters.
There are numerous acts of violence performed by despicable characters in the rural hills
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around Oxford, but a few slick out as reminders that Brown's peripheral working-class
world is a rural one of brutality. As in Welsh's Leith, quick resorts to violence also
characterize Brown's Mississippi countiyside and add to the general feeling of underclass
lawlessness. At the end of the pre\ ious scene describing Leith in Trainspotting, Begbie
beats up a stranger just for bumping into him and Renton simply accepts the act:“Ah
didnae even feel like tae inter\ ene, even in a token wey"(309). This open violence and
the calm acceptance of the act find echoes in Brown's novels. In Father and Son, Glen,
the antagonist, kills the owner of a bar **on a rutted dirt road”(18)simply because “he has
unfinished business with him"(16). The violent act is sudden and without consequence,
with the Mississippi countryside disconnected from the regular rules that govern the
municipality of Oxford, where Brown's characters are frequently arrested or serve jail
time. Broad codes of revenge and unspoken vengeance morality characterize the land
here. Along with the dirt roads and lack of streetlights in this peripheral environment
Brown’s countryside also lacks the organization of strictly enforced laws or many
instances of socially appropriate behavior.

In addition to the outward violence that permeates the Mississippi hill

country.

one can also focus on Brown’s infatuation with bars located in this area and also connect
it to Welsh’s portrayals of pubs in Leith. In some of Brown’s novels and stories he takes
the reader to a country juke joint or bar, and this allows for an uninhibited look into the
working-class world of these geographic fringe areas. One gets the sense that these
places of gathering are true representations of peripheral geographies because they foster
little inhibition and are again tucked away from the centers ofeconomic and social life.
These rural watering holes appear to bring out every additional problem that comes with
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living in this outer area, from domestic disputes to outright violence. In “Wild Thing ” a
short story in Big Bad Love, Brown sets most of the climactic action within a bar. And
similar to the way the crowd packs into the run-down juke joint, Brown packs in assault,
drunkenness, and love gone wrong in just a few pages: “She swayed on the barstool and
looked over her shoulder at me and winked, and his beer slammed down, and he was
coming, and I picked up the wooden chair I was sitting in and gave it to him,this time
straight across the teeth” (44-45). Brown’s working-class characters are most prone to
their brash, violent, and unruly acts when they are in these rural bar environments. Brown
evokes a sense of separation from the mainstream world when he sets his fiction within
these locations, and it drives home the physical “fringe” feeling that his rural characters
constantly deal with.

Welsh also demonstrates a penchant for placing characters in a pub setting within
a peripheral community. As already noted in chapter one, Renton and his mates spend a
great deal of time drinking in downtrodden pubs in addition to shooting heroin. Similar to
the way Brown brings out the effects for working characters of living in a fringe area.
Welsh also stuffs domestic disputes and useless violence into his pub scenes. The general
feeling of recklessness and lack of consequence within these confined areas again adds to
the unstructured nature of the encompassing area of Leith itself. In one scene, Begbie
throws a glass into a crowded pub simply to start a brawl and to have an excuse to
physically hurt a stranger: “The gless crashes doon oan this draftpak’s heid, which splits
open as he faws tae his knees. The boy’s mates assume battle stances, n one ay them
charges ower tae this other table n panels this innocent cunt”(79). To an uninformed
reader, the act itself and the ensuing near-riot might both appear despicable, shocking.
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and wholh unnecessary. I lowever. the scene almost passes with mild acceptance from a
reader of the novel precisely because of its placement within the outer neighborhood ot
Leith. The environment surrounding the pub and the "anything-goes" malaise of the
low'cr-class neighborhood make the event seem like common fare, especially within the
context ot the explicit heroin use and deteriorating domestic lives. The two authors'
usage ol pub and bar cn\'ironments drives home the feeling of fringe settings affecting
their working characters. The poverty-stricken people we meet in Leith and the
Mississippi country commonly deal with the fate of their surroundings in addition to their
material dearth.

It should be noted that these peripheral areas tend to harbor Brown and Welsh s
underclass subjects because these nonstandard zones away from an economic core attract
characters that live peripheral lives of drugs and participation in nonstandard economies.
Underclass characters willingly Hock to these outlier pubs and countrysides because they
find worth in spaces that have been economically and culturally ripped away from the
mainstream. When in London, for example, Renton feels disgusted by a bar that has been
cleansed by a mainstream economy: “The layout and decor of the place has radically
changed, for the worse. What was once a good, grotty local where you could fling beer
over your mates and get sucked off in the women’s or men’s toilets is now a frighteningly
sanitized hole”(Welsh, 229). For Renton and other underclass characters, they would
prefer the peripheral pub or neighborhood to the “core-zones” of the mainstream. He calls
the bar “soulless,” implying that he finds something inlierently valuable and worthwhile
in places deemed unflattering or forgotten by society. Peripheral geographies in Brown
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and Welsh attract these underelass characters, making these zones an appropriate place to
set working-class narratives.

Literarv ’’ Peripheries in the Nonstandard Forms of Brown and Welsh

Alter discussing the core-periphery model as it relates to geography. I’d like to
turn to an analysis ol the structure ol the texts themselves, to argue that Brown and Welsh
structure their nan-atives in such

way that their fiction actually mirrors the peripheral

states ol their working-class characters. Both Browm and Welsh wrote novels that are not
restricted to one "core narrative. In these examples, the narrative shifts between
narrators, perspectives, styles, and dialects. Similar to the way Brown and Welsh’s
characters do not speak in standard English or live in mainstream geographies, the
narratives do not adhere to one structural thread and instead drift into the fleeting
thoughts and actions of several characters. Critics have pointed out that both authors
experiment with structure and language. Christie L. March, introducing a section on
Welsh’s style, writes that “Part of Welsh’s narrative innovation is his use of language
(12). Similarly, Katharine Powell notes that Brown demonstrates a willingness to
experiment on the page ’(168) in Lany Brown and the Blue-Collar South. In this case.
the structure of the narratives remains “peripheral,” as they buck the standardization of
mainstream prose and depend on the working-class community’s own rules. This
argument will partly draw on criticism by Ken Worpole that argues in favor of workingclass representations that are “episodic and subjective” in nature, as these adjectives
correctly describe Brown and Welsh’s structural choices.
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Brown and Welsh tend to structure their novels around the subjective experiences
of their characters, instead of wider events and trends that affect the entire working-class
communities. The reader is usually aware that these Scottish and Mississippi characters
exist within distinct classes and economic histories based on their actions, but Brown and
Welsh rarely make these connections explicit. Instead, both authors choose to focus on
the interconnected problems of an ensemble of characters, moving seamlessly between
thought, perspective, and voice. The authors commonly do not restrict themselves to one
narrator, style, or even chapter length; novels like Welsh’s Trainspotting or Bromi's The
Rabbit Factory shift between several focalizers or styles of language. The aesthetic effect
of this loose, changing style reflects the non-standard peripheral geographies of Leith or
the Mississippi countryside. The peripheral structure of Brown and Welsh’s language can
be tied to a development in working-class fiction’s history that saw the genre transform
away from a universal, realist style into a more episodic or subjective form. When
working-class fiction was first written in Britain, it was produced in a realist style that
connected the entire working-class community to a larger economic history. A major
tenet of the advocates for this initial realist working-class representation is that the
representation must demonstrate the “totality” of society in order to authentically show
the place of the working-class life. Georg Lukacs states that a working-class
representation is authentic when shown through a lens encapsulating the entirety ofthe
economic and social system in addition to the working-class subject: “The realist, with
his critical detachment, places what is a significant, specifically modem experience in a
wider context, giving it only the emphasis it deserves as part of a greater, objective
whole”(Lukacs, 51). Eventually, however, writers began focusing on individual
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character’s thoughts and experimenting with narrative forms that did not include
overarching histories. Brown and Welsh, writing at the end ofthe twentieth century, echo
this subjective trend in their “peripheral” and changing styles.
Ken Worpole articulated the value of creating working-class representations that
focused on subjective, episodic experience and did not explicitly connect to an outward
class history. He explains that this “episodic style” working-class literature was entirely
appropriate for representations of the modem worker, writing that “class was experienced
as the rootlessness of city life, a succession of casual jobs, and moving from town to
town. There was also often extreme psychological isolation”(Worpole, 79). Maintaining
a tradition of working-class literature that constantly connects individuals’ lives to a
larger societal picture doesn’t leave much room to represent the effect that working has
on

one’s psyche. The disconnected form present in Brown and Welsh’s fiction reflects

the disconnected experience of working-class citizens, especially citizens ofthe
underclass who remain outside ofthe economic system. A non-realist form of
representation that utilizes an array of subjective perspectives is useful when trying to
translate the psychological and social isolation that can plague an underclass citizen both
within a community and in a transient, nomadic state(Worpole, 80). To have a story told
in a more individualized nature allows for a look into the mental effects of being a
participant in an underclass, peripheral life. Both Brown and Welsh fulfill Worpole’s
endorsement of a loosely structured narrative that avoids any literary “core” and instead
includes a variety of perspectives, chapter structures, and dialects.
In Trainspotting, Welsh constructs his entire narrative by constantly moving
between different characters’ thoughts and actions, hardly ever settling on an established
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protagonist. I'he narrati\ e structure, combined with the use of heavy vernacular dialect,
constanlK' pushes to tlie literary "peripheries" of the genre, with a barely discernible
central thread to refer back to. Christie L. March, in her analysis of Trainspotting, writes
that "Welsh splinters the narrative into a series of vignettes in which characters frankly
present their points of \ iew on events that have occurred to them or to others”(March,
15). By constanth' moving between narrators and separate scenes, Welsh puts the reader
into a state ol uncertainty, and the inclusion of several different perspectives points to this
lack ol a cohesive, literary "core.” As Welsh moves from chapter to chapter, perspective
to perspective, he offers no transition and instead leaves it up to the reader to figure out
which character suddenly narrates the fiction. In one sequence, in between pages 84 and
91, Welsh transitions among three characters without any warning. The reader moves
from Bcgbie to Renton to Spud, with each section formally distinguished through
headings, but containing entirely separate scenes and thoughts. The final scene of this
quick progression opens with Spud waking up after a night of drinking and thinking “Oh
my god, where the fuck am I. Where the fuck. I just don’t recognize this room at all.
Think, Davie, think” (91). Though Welsh intends this line to mirror the thoughts of his
extremely hungover subject, it also appropriately represents the thoughts of the reader as
he experiences the effect of being unexpectedly thrown into a new scene; for a moment,
the reader does not know where he is in the story. Welsh’s refusal to order the
progression of scenes keeps the reader in the “peripheral” area of different characters’
thoughts and away from an aesthetic “core” in a central consciousness. According to
March, this narrative structure is appropriate for Trainspotting, as “some of the splintered
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identities loosely characterize the darker side of Scottish urban life - exposing problems
of violence, self-centeredness, and apathy”(March, 16).
In addition to freely moving from character to character, Welsh also experiments
with several modes of presentation, making the entire narrative even less cohesive and
pushing the actual style of the novel into non-standard “peripheral” modes. The structural
choices are not the obvious incorporation of Scottish dialect, but other typographic
choices intended to transmit a specific scene or mental progression. Welsh has no
problem transitioning into a script structure, a transcript of a formal interview, or
abandoning structure altogether to relate the tortured thoughts of a heroin addict going
through withdrawal. At one point, for example, Welsh puts Renton’s interview with a
psychologist into a formalized transcript form, separating the two speakers and making
the text appear like the script of a play:
Dr. Forbes: What was it about Aberdeen that you hated?
Me:
The University. The staff, the students and aw that.
Ah thought they were all boring, middle-class cunts.(Welsh, 182)
This scene does not fit in with regular prose ofthe novel, and Welsh abruptly
transitions in and out of this “recorded transcript” form,taking no heed that it directly
disrupts the flow of the novel and unexpectedly incorporates an entirely different
typographic portrayal on the page. At another point, Welsh abandons formal structure
entirely when he decides to go inside Renton’s head as withdraws from heroin addiction.
Welsh experiments with sentence structure and standard word-spacing here to portray the
tortured and chaotic thoughts of a drug addict experience: “Yeflickingkilledme
litmefuckindie junkedupootyirfuckinheids watchintheflickinwaws ya
fuckindopeyjunkycut ah’llfuckinripyefuckinopen”(196). Here, at perhaps the most
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experimental and contusing part of the novel, Welsh completely abandons any formal
structure - even proper spacing between words. His stylistic choices when portraying this
sequence are anomalies in the context of the entire novel, and afterwards, he transitions
immediately back into standard prose. Structural experiments like these disorient the
reader much like Welsh's use of several narrators. Again, within the novel, Welsh has no
standardized, aesthetic “core" refer back to - the reader simply stays in the flowing
literary periphery of these different narrators and structural experiments. This style of
representation remains intensely subjective and personal - marking Welsh’s classification
as a working-class writer who uses episodic narration to transmit the psychological and
social alienation of underclass life.
Larry Brown’s fiction contains similar instances of ensemble narration and
experimental structure. In several of his novels. Brown transitions among several
narrators and perspectives, similar to the way Welsh jumps from different character’s
thoughts. Brown does not stick to one source in order to narrate the story, also lacking
this identifiable “core” aesthetic that I’ve articulated. From Dirty Work io Fay, Brown
uses the perspective of more than one narrative to tell the entire story. When he switches
chapters, he achieves the disorienting effect found in the Trainspotting example, as the
reader is suddenly following the story from a completely different vantage point. In his
essay “The Rabbit Factory: Escaping the Isolation ofthe Cage,” Richard Gaughran notes
Brown’s tendency to use several narrators in his novels:“A work comprised ofshort
chapters or sections with alternating characters and points of view, moreover, is not
exactly unique among Brown’s oeuvre. He employed a similar structure in Dirty Work
(1989) and Fay (2000), which begins with the title character’s point of view and shifts
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between three characters"(Guaghran, 100). Brown’s The Rabbit Factory rehtes
especially well to this analysis of the authors’ literary periphery, because the novel is a
combination ot 100 short chapters that constantly shift focus among an ensemble of
characters. It tocuscs on the lives of several middle-class and working-class characters in
Memphis and north Mississippi as they struggle with concerns that range from failing
marriages to illegal activity.
Like Trainspotting, the novel lacks a comprehensive main thread, and an observer
only catches fleeting glimpses of scenes before being whisked off to another setting.
Brown splits the length of the novel over several different characters, without settling on
one protagonist to hold the entire story together. Richard Gaughran’s analysis oiThe
Rabbit Factory matches up with Ken Worpole’s argument that a more individualized
form of working-class representation reflects the alienation of the underclass, and
Gaughran’s

argument also supports my “literary periphery” stance. At one point, he calls

these loosely connected characters ■peripheral” and says 'The Rabbit Factory suggests
that physical and emotional isolation is common among humans, and perhaps other
species as well (102). In the novel, the scenes shift abruptly from one geographic
location to another. At one

point. Brown shifts from a pet store in Memphis in one

chapter to an aircraft carrier in the Atlantic Ocean in the next. The Memphis chapter ends
Up the sidewalk the little man was stopping people. But not very many of them stopped
for long. They all had their own Christmas deals going probably” (138). In the next
sentence, the reader is immediately hundreds of miles away: “The rescue effort failed”
(46). This constant shifting between geographies reinforces the idea of no literary ‘core
in the novel.
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Brown's work also includes experimental narrative forms,echoing Welsh’s
manipulation ot words on the page and willingness to test nonstandard modes of writing
fiction. Brown mostly experiments with form in his short stories, sometimes altering
them so much that they don't resemble regular prose on the page. In “Discipline,” a short
story in Big Bad Love, Brown’s form closely matches up with Welsh’s “interview
transcript chapter of Trainspotting. The story takes on the structure ofa court
deposition, with the narrator/recorder artfully telling a tale through the rote recounting of
events. One of Brown's most experimental stories, however, is “Boy and Dog,” part of
his collection Facing the Music. The story involves a young boy’s dog being hit by a car,
and Brown constructs the narrative through a series of“stacked” five-word sentences.
The product on the page resembles a poem:
The dog was already dead.
He was in the road.
A kid watched behind the trees.
Tears shone on his face.
He dashed into the road.(Brown,Facing the Music, 59)
Brown described his experimental intent in a 1999 interview, sa)dng “I bet I could
do something a little different by putting five words in each sentence and make it look
like a poem but really be a short story. So it was really just an experiment in form”
(quoted in Watson, Conversations, 152). Brown’s willingness to mask short stories in
nonstandard form distinguishes this story within the entire collection and disrupts any
continuity of style among the stories. When Brown experiments with nonstandard form
as Welsh does, he weakens any “core” stylistic thread throughout the entire work,
sometimes straying to these peripheral places where style disrupts the standard
progression of prose and places the reader in a nonstandard, experimental position.
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CHAPTER THREE - Different Languages,Similar Motivations and Effects: Brown
and Welsh’s Use of Vernacular and Dialectic Language
While the first two chapters of analysis mainly featured thematic comparisons,the
final chapter will be restricted to the language in which the two authors chose to represent
working-class speech. Brown and Welsh would appear to differ noticeably in their
treatment of vernacular speech. Welsh’s persistent use of Scots dialect distinguishes him
from any other writer working today. By contrast, Brown rarely employs dialect but
writes almost all of his narrative and dialogue in Standard English, in presentations that
remain relatively easy to access and understand. Compared with Welsh’s almost
unreadable paragraphs. Brown’s writing looks unremarkable on the page. For example, a
typical quote trom Trainspotting reads “Ah’ll tell ye bloody fair! It wis this yin! This yin
goat ma Danny oantae that stuff. Bloody standin up thair, fill ay his fancy talk in court”
(170). Comparatively, a Brown working subject in Joe will say “You ought to just move
in with me is what you ought to do. Hell. At least you wouldn’t have to worry about him
stealing your goddamn truck”(341).

Despite this noticeable difference, I want to argue that the two writers are
pursuing the same effect, which is to bestow value and worth on their working-class
characters and communities, in Welsh’s case by representing them through authentic,
colorful dialogue, and in Brown’s case through the dignity of Standard English. Both
Welsh and Brown are aware of the conventional purpose of dialect in their respective
literary traditions, and both work to subvert this norm to represent working classes in a
more alternative and understanding manner. In British literary history, dialect was
typically used to distinguish the speaker as impoverished, uneducated, or uncouth (Page,
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50). Welsh lakes this convention and instead uses it to imply that dialect and vernacular
have cultural \ alue as a mode of expression for a specific group of people. Brown is
similarly responding to a strategy in the American literary tradition that involves poor
whiles being historically represented through distorted spoken language. In writing about
poor-while Southerners in relatively unmarked, undistorted English, Brown subverts this
convention and suggests that the Southern working class deserves the respect and
distinction given users of standard English. In challenging the vernacular tradition of
their respective literary histories, the two authors find

common ground in their quest to

bestow worth and value on their subjects.

Welsh does not use dialect to diminish working people as imeHncated or
uncivilized, but instead uses this longstanding literary technique to portray a colorful
subset authentically. Welsh’
s use of dialect can even be considered a form oflinguistic
nationalism. In the early part of British and Scottish

literary history, formal English

became the official language of middle-class literature. When the first British novels
were written, standard English was the norm:“Only in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries was polite English codified and ‘fixed’ in

dictionaries and grammar books, and

only in the nineteenth century was the concept of‘standard

English’ developed’’(Corbett,

10). While the first British novels were almost solely written according to this standard,
the use of dialect was introduced to distinguish the lower economic class. Narrative and
dialogue were initially written in standard English form, and any deviation from this
norm would be immediately noticeable. In novels describing social and economic
stratification in eighteenth-century England, Standard English was generally reserved for
the represented upper-middle class. This literary technique quickly caught on,for “in the
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eighlccnih ccniury novel, the language of the ruling class is clearly distinguished from
that of the ser\ ants, who wear their colloquial vocabulary and non-standard grammar like
a uniform"(Page. 78). From the very origins of the novel, dialect and vernacular speech
immediately pointed to the presence of the lower classes in the novel. This tradition
lasted until the twentieth century, when authors began to intertwine formal and
vernacular English to produce a less voyeuristic vision of the working class.

As a British writer, Welsh produces literature in the context ofthis long artistic
history of vernacular usage. However, Welsh is also primarily a Scottish writer, so his
dialect use must also be viewed in response to Scottish literary history. Colloquial
language has a slightly more harmonious relationship with Scottish literature in
comparison to the strict vernacular categorizations of British writing. Scottish literature,
with the monumental influence of Sir Walter Scott, has incorporated colloquial Scots
language since its inception. Scott “turned to the

vernacular in no spirit of curiosity or

condescension, but with a conviction that it constituted a worthy vehicle for the
expression of the highest emotions and moral ideas”(Page, 56). Scott established the
tradition of empowering written vernacular speech in

the eighteenth century to glorify the

culture of the country. Though English writers generally continued to view Scots
vernacular as inferior to their Standard English, Scott provided an opposite argument and
established a counter-tradition. Welsh’s vernacular techniques might not seem in
opposition to this old Scottish literary rule, but his use of dialect performs

a completely

different purpose than Sir Walter Scott’s celebration of Scottish folk culture. Welsh “is
divorced from a meaningful Scottish history entirely”(March,4)and instead uses dialect
to portray heroin addicts who wouldn’t exactly be included in Scott’s list of Scottish
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heroes. Welsh demonstrates class identity through his heavy use of dialect instead of a
linguistic nationalism. Thus, Welsh's use of vernacular differs from the traditional use of
colloquial speech in both British and Scottish literary histories.

At the time of his first publication, Welsh’s intricate use of Scots vernacular had
never been seen before in a novel as popular as Trainspotting. The high exposure ofthe
novel immediately thrust Welsh's unique technique of representation into the critical
conversation. Welsh manipulates Scots language to authentically and powerfully portray
the lowest tiers of Scottish society while subverting rules from both British and Scottish
literary history in the process. Trainspotting arrived at the tail end of a late twentiethcentury revival of contemporary Scottish writing. The trend of writing the entire narrative
in Scots dialect was first championed by a Glaswegian writer named James Kelman,
whose colloquial writing and spelling anticipate Welsh’s fiction. Kelman’s novels “break
from both a middle-class, English novel tradition and from a Scottish urban novel
tradition that uses that same English as a narrative framework to explain and contain the
working-class dialogue”(March, 5). That is, this new wave of Scottish writing not only
broke down the preconceptions of written vernacular speech, but also refused to employ
polite English to structure the basic narrative. For Kelman,this even involved getting rid
of punctuation and basic sentence structure: “Kelman shreds the third person voice that
pretends to be objective, but instead recreates middle-class English as the language of
explanation and authorial voice”(6). In How Late It Was, How Late,for instance,
Welsh’s dialect writing can easily be connected to Kelman’s: “give him the bus-fare
home for christ sake that was a bad show that, even yer worst enemy,if he goes blind, ye
make sure he gets fuckin home okay. Or do ye?”(Kelman,64). Kelman wrote the entire
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no\ cI in sircani-ot-consciousness dialed, and the heavy implementalion of \h,\smefeod
early in his career prtn ided Welsh with a form lo emulate.

W elsh s lieiion emulates Reiman's attempt lo empower Scots dialect on the
written page. By the time Welsh was writing, "the working class novel was sjTionymous
with the Scottish no\er‘(March. 4). so his new form of storytelling was immediately
seen as a Iresh way lo represent underclass people. The implementation of heavy Scots
dialect into the naiTaii\ c in 'Iramspottiug is immediately apparent and the reader can
obser\ e Welsh s break trom a British literary tradition: "In addition tae cramps, aches,
sweats, and an almost complete disintegration of ma central nervous system, ma guts are
now startin lac go (18). 1 hough Welsh slips back into regular English at points in the
novel, he begins the novel in Renton's distorted language, making it clear to the reader
that he or she has just entered a world that decidedly does not confonn to standard rules
of diction, grammar, or personal conduct. This way of writing is present in both Renton’s
focalized narrative and in the spoken dialogue of the characters, with Welsh moving
seamlessly between dialogue and description: “What the fuck dae ah dae wi these? ah
sais, withoot thinking, and then brek oot

in a smile as it dawns oan us”(22). Examples

like these firmly place Welsh in the contemporary Scottish literary movement that “gave
working-class Scots confidence in their identity by championing Scots language and
suggesting how that language had been marginalized”(March, 7). Welsh refuses to frame
his close knowledge of colorful Edinburgh dialect within the structure of standard
English on the page, and this stylistic choice on a line-by-line basis is a subversion of
typical rules.

/n 7'rainsponing and other works, Welsh does choose to present entire sections in
standard prose, but this choice does not hinder his objective to empower aIraditionally
marginalized colloquial language. Welsh breaks from Kelman's standard here, as Keiman
tended to write entire novels in thick, strcam-of-consciousness Scots vernacular. A few
sections ol 7 rainspouin^ are devoted to characters who are slightly belter off than Renton
and his addict Iriends, and these characters' thoughts get the distinction of formal
English. While this

might seem to hinder the argument that Welsh is breaking down the

political and economic barriers of language, Welsh is actually showing the reader that
people who speak Standard English have similar problems to those of vernacular
characters. Th

e eUeci is to equalize the two forms of language and pull Scots dialect up

toward the status of formal English.

At two points in the novel, for example, Welsh describes a
over a recent death. This first comes at a middle-class

scene of intense grief

family wake, which is focalized

through a iemale character and mostly told through Standard English. The narrator
describes Nina as “crying with a raw power and unselfconscious abandon as the tensions
ebbed through her body and she became limp in Cathy’s arms”(40). Just two scenes
later, Welsh describes exactly the same state of grief when an infant suddenly dies‘'Lesley comes intae the room screaming. Ifs horrible. Ah wanted hertae

stop. Now. Ah

couldnae handle this. Nany ay us could. No now”(51). Though the two scenes are
described in different forms of language, the reader receives the same transmission of
emotions, and both descriptions evoke the same involuntary human reaction,

So Welsh

does distinguish working-class characters tirrough prose voice, but he does not place the
different speech styles on an observable hierarchy. Welsh proves that Scots dialect can
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transmit the same emotions as formal English, elevating a traditionally marginalized
linguistic form.

Welsh's inclusion of British English alongside his experiments with vernacular
also allows him to attack this standard mode of communication by assigning it to
unfavorable characters. In a w^ay, Welsh reverses the traditional technique oflabeling
certain economic classes as ‘‘unfavorable” by having them communicate in distorted
English. Again, in the traditional British literary sense,“regional speech is symptomatic
of lack ot cultivation, if not downright boorishness”(Page, 54). In Trainspotting,
however, Welsh turns this idea on it head and makes

metropolitan language something

that the working-class characters view with contempt. Welsh performs his take on dialect
associations in a scene entitled “Eating Out.” The scene is told through a young Scottish
university student’s perspective as she attempts to serve a boisterous English dinner
party. Welsh purposefully thrusts the two languages together in one short scene and this
allows for a direct comparison of their connotations. Because the scene is focalized
through a Scottish character’s perspective, the traditional roles of dialogue and prose are
flipped, with the narration in dialect and the dialogue in Standard English. The Scottish
character, for example, repeats,“Ah’m seething inwardly, trying tae pretend ah didnae
hear the remark. Ah caiinae afford to lose this job. Ah need the money”(302). Though
they are more economically privileged, the middle-class patrons in the restaurant are
described as uncouth and culturally inferior, drunk, and disorderly. Sharon says that they
have “the voices ay arrogant, ignorant wealth unchallenged, untainted by sensitivity or
intellect”(303). When these uncouth characters speak, however, Welsh has them
communicate in standard English: “Too bloody hot. Not that I mind tlie heat, it’s just that
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it's not like the rich, baking heat of Southern California”(304). Welsh’s opinion of who
should be respected in this particular scene is clear, and he makes sure that the Scottish
waitress speaks in his manipulated dialect. So in addition to expressing similar human
emotion through different types of speech, Welsh also uses the presence of both Standard
English and Scots vernacular in the novel to attack assumptions about which language
should be valued.

Welsh thus gives the written form of Scots vernacular striking new importance.
He demonstrates that a character’s emotions can be adequately expressed through dialect
and also breaks down preconceptions about those who speak Standard English. Welsh
thereby demonstrates that his experimental language is acceptable for general
storytelling, but it must also be argued that his way of writing is the most appropriate
mode to represent a modem generation of Scottish underclass subjects. Welsh
consciously undermines the standing politics of British literature, but his language
choices are also an attempt at authenticity, an artistic vision that his subject matter
necessitated. No one had attempted to fictionalize the modem heroin underbelly of
Edinburgh before Welsh began to write about this specific societal subset at the
beginning of the 1990s. The youth culture and underclass generation described in
Trainspotting is a radical break from any historical or literary Scottish precedent. Critics
still describe Welsh’s writing as “innovative and imaginative”(Craig, 56)not only
because of his language, but also because his subject matter and purpose were fresh and
new.

When Jaimes Kelman began writing entire novels in the stream-of-consciousness
narrative of a working-class Scot, his motive was to individualize a working-class
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experience. According to Christie L. March, Kelman “rejects blanket perceptions of
Scottishness... and focuses on characters who struggle with the concerns modem life has
created” (4). Kclman's use of dialect creates a disconnected, individualized effect
because the colloquial language is intended to put the reader as close as possible to one
urban worker's thoughts. Welsh, through dialogue and use of several separate narrators,
employs vernacular language to speak for an entire class of people. Reading Welsh’s
work, a reader gets the sense that the vernacular language is connecting him or her to an
entire generation. Unlike Kelman, Welsh is reinventing working-class literature because
his work exposes and touches an entire community. Welsh paints a more encompassing
picture of urban Scotland in the late twentieth century, and a reader can formulate
economic and societal observations instead ofjust confronting the tortured thoughts of
one individual.

Irvine Welsh goes out of his way to write in the Scottish vernacular authentically
and powerfully to represent a new societal group that had not been previously represented
in literature. Once Welsh artfully makes his argument to the reader that colloquial
language can be a legitimate vehicle for narration and dialogue, the focus can then turn to
the stylized representation of reality that is being presented. In one fell swoop, Welsh
transcends conventions in British literary history, Scottish literary history, and
contemporary working-class writing. In analyzing his techniques, Alan Freeman “sees
Welsh’s use of dialect as a means of evoking ‘form over content’ so that the words
characters use come to represent the social environment in which they live”(March, 12).
In Trainspotting, the reader encounters sentences like this: “He likesay, grabs a haud ay
us n hugs us - Yir once ay the best, man. Remember that. That’s no drink n dmgs talkin.
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Jt's jisl (It yc uit called aw (he poofs under the sun if ye tell other guys how ye feel aboot
them it \ir no wrecked"(160). The effect ofrcading\Velsh's\ar\2.uaoe eventually brings
the reader closer to understanding an underclass way of communicaiion. Navigating the
longue is challenging at lirsl. but once the reader understands the emotions Welsh Is
attempting to translate through the unfamiliar words, the sentiment connects a reader with
the previously unknown and ostensibly unknowable underclass. The awkwardness of
male-male aiteciion in the quoted example is a recognizable joke veiled in Scots
vei nacular. W elsh constantly challenges his readers not to associate vernacular speech
and marginalized language with only the problems of the underclass; colloquial language
can just as easily portray deep human emotion as a scene of graphic drug use. By telling
the entire story in Scots language. Welsh demonstrates that this fonn of communication
can adequately portray working-class life.

Larry Browm's language choices in representing his poor-white Southerners differ
tiom Welsh s Scots vernacular representation of a new generation of working Scots, as
Brown does not dip into heavy Southern dialect, writing for the most part in plain
English. However, Brown’s writing is similar to Welsh’s in that it is also a deviation
Irom regional literary conventions related to portrayals of“marginalized speech.” Much
like Welsh, Brown is reacting to

convention of Southern literature that typically had

poor Southern whites speaking in distorted language on the page to distinguish these
characters as comically uneducated, uncouth, or threatening. Brown shares a similar
motivation with Irvine Welsh in that they both want to bestow value and respectability on
their working-class figures. Unlike Welsh, Brown does not throw himself headfirst into
Southern dialect to prove that the marginalized language of the poor has worth. Instead,
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he writes the dialogue of his underclass characters in an accessible, clear manner and still
manages to portray the subtleties of regional language by manipulations of syntax or
speech cadence. Me thus avoids portraying poor whites as grotesque or illiterate.

Since the origins of American regional literature in the nineteenth century, authors
have portrayed poor Southern or Western whites as uneducated, without manners, or
comically ignorant of their place in society. Unlike Welsh, then. Brown cannot claim to
have given literary voice to a new social group, since Southern writers had already
portrayed white poverty in the region for over a century. The most common way they did
so

was to depict the speech of working-class whites in a thick and sometimes almost

unreadable vernacular dialect.

This strategy allowed literary elites to observe the “colorful” language of
America’s frontier regions. Outside readers initially viewed vernacular speech as adding
a comedic dimension to the story, as colloquial storytellers were a staple of Old
Southwest humor:“The sway of convention governed not merely the ‘genteel’ portions
of the humorous sketch - those featuring the narrator as detached observer - but the
depiction of the vernacular protagonist, especially the way he dressed and the way he
sounded”(Justus, 5). The comedic stories ofregional frontier literature that originated in
the nineteenth century were told through distorted language because readers could laugh
down at the ignorance of the lower class and its mode ofcommunication. Writers like
William T. Porter and A.B. Longstreet used vernacular as a formulaic structure to
transmit their humor stories, as “backwoods speech eventually becomes vernacular setpieces: verbal displays of folk idioms so revved up that they virtually become material
objects”(Justus, 6). While these writers may have primarily portrayed poor white
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characters for this comedic effect, colloquial language had firmly intertwined with
disparaging representations of working-class life by the end of the century.

The \ ernacular conventions of Old Southw'est humor and the condescending
associations sun'ounding its dialect speakers provided a precedent for major Southern
writers like Mark Twain. William Faulkner, and Erskine Caldw'ell to draw' on in their
attempts to portra>- poor Southern w’hites. One of the main themes of the Faulkner-led
"Southern Renaissance" in the 1930s was the new' problem of poor Southern '‘white
trash clashing w ith a dying antebellum social order. By documenting this historical and
social phenomenon in stylized literature, these Southern writers were given ample
opportunity to distinguish different social classes through manipulations of speech that
signaled ignorance and backwardness. As representations like Faulkner’s Snopes clan
and Caldwell s Lesters were brought into the national literary consciousness, these
authors still chose to distinguish poor whites through heavy manipulation of their speech.
In As I Lay Dying, for example, Faulkner distorts the language of a poor-white family:
"That ere corn me and the boys was aimin’ to git up with, and Dewey Dell a-takin’ good
keer of her, and tolks cornin’ in, a-offerin’ to help and sich, till I jest thought...”(38). In
the works of the Southern Renaissance, poorer whites were repeatedly viewed as threats
to an established order, not least of all in the way their speech habits endangered
conventions of a more “cultured” form of English. By perpetuating the condescending
associations codified by nineteenth-century dialect humor writers, the formative writers
of the Southern Renaissance helped tie the vernacular conventions of the genre more
firmly to the idea of a Southern regional literature. In this context, Larry Brown’s
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strategies for depicting working-class speech are all the more significant in as much as
he's writing within a regional tradition already sensitized to the politics of dialect.

Like Welsh's, Larry Brown’s linguistic choices in his portrayals of working-class
figures deviate noticeably from established literary conventions concerning speech and
class. Brown's gallery of blue-collar Mississippi workers, wandering sharecroppers, and
reprehensible criminals would normally be prime candidates for the distorted language
historically used to portray the speech of working-class Southerners. Even into the late
twentieth century, “the rural poor” remain “subject to stereotyping” as users of
“nonstandard English"(Carr, 12). Brown, however, echoing Welsh’s relationship with
his subjects, tends to portray poor Southern whites with respect and dignity, as critics
have recognized: “Working-class characters with immediate appeal- because oftheir
skillful presentation - and Brown’s ability as a storyteller... are the qualities that drew
readers to Brown’s work”(Cash, xxxiii). These critics cite sympathetic storylines,
humanizing portrayals, and brutally honest descriptions as Brown’s tools to dignify a
(historically and literarily) marginalized group. To these techniques I would like to add
Brown’s rejection of heavily manipulated dialect speech or narration in favor of
accessible words and thought patterns that elevate his characters by keeping their
language free from any historical associations with ignorance. He gives even his
“trashiest” characters moments of articulate thought and speech, all the while choosing to
color his regional speech with minor variations ofsyntax, grammar,and sentence
structure.

Larry Brown created several poor-white characters throughout his career that fall
into the most marginalized sectors ofthe South’s class structure, but he still allows these
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characters thoughts and dialogue that resemble Standard English. Such characters as the
Joneses in Joe, or Puppy in Father and Son are Brown’s version of underclass figures.
Indeed, the Joneses in Joe most closely match up with influential grotesque portrayals of
lower-class whites in Southern literature like the Lesters of Caldwell’s Tobacco Road, as
they too “live back in the sticks” and exist on the very fringes ofsociety. Even here,
however, where we might expect Brown to distort the character’s speech to convey their
Ignorance and crudity in accordance with Southwest Humor conventions, he also allows
even his lowliest and most uneducated characters moments ofstunning clarity. Listen to
Wade Jones, for example: “If it’s five half-pints in a bottle and at two dollars, that’s about
ten dollars’ worth at that rate in a fifth, right? I bet a pint wouldn’t be over about four
dollars, would it?”(182). Wade’s spoken language is as accessible and clear as his mental
arithmetic is sharp, counter to poor-white stereotypes. Brown misspells no words in
rendering Wade’s dialogue, and the reader does not have to trudge through impenetrable
dialect. Even in the case of characters like Wade who elicit contempt rather than
admiration or respect from the reader, poor-white speech patterns as depicted by Brown
bear more affinities with Standard English than with the thick dialect and broken
language of Southwestern humor or other regional modes of working-class
representation.

Brown’s method stresses discretion in the employment of dialect speech. Every
work of Brown’s at least touches on the problems of poor-white Mississippians. Though
poverty abounds in the region, there is also a heroic, romanticized strain of poor-white
representation that you occasionally see in Southern writing, and Brown’s main concern
involves portraying his blue-collar characters authentically and with dignity. Some of
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Brown s characters gain respect from both reader and author due to their ability to hold a
job and contribute to society in positive ways. These characters can be distinguished from
the comcdic or threatening poor-white classes of Southern literature’s past, even though
they arc connected to larger economic and social histories. Brown consistently sees value
in hard, blue-collar work and does not risk mangling the language ofthe workers in a
manner that might be seen to present them as inherently inferior. For example,in Joe, Joe
Ransom remains
and remains

prime example of a working character who enjoys minimal education

generally “rough around the edges,” but his speech is remarkably clear:

They were gonna put me in as a habitual offender. You can get thirty years for that.
They d pulled me over seventeen times in sixty-four days. They’d arrested me once. That
was when one of em hit me in the back ofthe head with his stick and I put him in the
hospital”(Brown, 256). To create a regional sound, Brown puts sparing dialect touches
within plain-spoken, short sentences. Brown makes Joe’s speech decidedly articulate for
a lower-class male in Mississippi, and instead chooses to characterize his economic
position through intricate descriptions of his actions and appearance. When Brown’s
working characters speak, the reader has no trouble accessing their words, and this adds
to the humanizing effect that Brown tries to achieve.

In an interesting technique, even when Brown focalizes the narrative through a
working or underclass character’s thoughts, the language still remains accessible. Here,
Brown is not transcribing the way his characters sound through speech, but creating a
more intimate portrait of the way they think and interact with the world. Brown could
conceivably alter such passages more noticeably, as the characters are in their own heads
and not attempting to conform to any linguistic standard. Specifically, Brown could
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showcase a characior's accent or inability to create a clear thought, but he stays in his
clear, com ersational style. .As a member of the sharecropping Jones clan in Joe, Fay
closcK’ resembles the poor-white stereotjpe seen in much Southern fiction. Yet, when
Brown presents passages that are clearly her thoughts, in his sequel. Fay, they remain
articulate: “Well my daddy's a drunk and my mama’s a frigging fruitcake and they live in
a rotten cabin up in the woods and the floors so dirty you can’t stand to walk on it
barefooted"(Foy. 253). For comparison, Renton’s thoughts are nearly unintelligible im
Trainspouinj’-. "At the fit

ay The Walk thir wir nae taxis... supposed tae be August but

ah m freezing mae baws oat here"(2). Brown is sure to remain in a more standard form
of English, even when he italicizes a paragraph to inform readers that
they are observing
a character s direct internal thoughts. The entire style assists in building up a generally
humanizing portrayal. The reader encounters poor Southern viewpoints in a natural and
flowing manner, comparable to the way one experiences one’s own thoughts.

To further this inner monologue style. Brown sometimes structures the entire
narrative around the rambling thoughts of a protagonist and continues to keep the
language free from any economic or regional distinction. This is the case in the story
Waiting for the Ladies,’ a piece that only contains one short line of quoted dialogue and
is told through an unnamed character’s first-person narration. The story follows the
narrator

as he rides through the countryside trying to track down a habitual sex offender.

The story drifts in and out ofinternal monologue and scene, with ample opportunity for
Brown to distinguish the narrator as rural or blue-collar, by means ofdirect reportage
rather than altered speech usage. We learn, for example, that the narrator does not
actively work - “I’d quit my job after sixteen years and drew that retirement money out,
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way o\XT ten thousand dollars"(84) - and that he lives in a mral environment:"Those
nights back then out on those country roads, with that sweet music playing and that beer
cold between m\ legs" (85). Hven the thematic action of haphazardly tracking a sex
ollender is not exacth' urbane.

Despite these economic and regional characteristics, the narrator speaks in clean.
sparse prose. Brown clearly has the opportunity to add regionalized color or speech to the
lirst-person narration, but the language hardly seems vernacular at all. In the final scene,
the protagonist tells us that "by then I wasn't even mad and I just wanted to talk to him.
tell him calmly that he couldn't run around doing stufflike that. I was sure by then that
he'd been

raised without a father"(86). Given the geographic setting of the story and the

narrator s reckless actions, his thoughts stay decidedly articulate and almost don’t match
up with the characterizing details. Overall, Brown skillfully manages to reveal the
narrator's educational and geographically peripheral status while allowing him
to speak
in

a respected form ot English so the reader does not dismiss his thoughts.

In general, Brown does a masterful job of applying slight alterations to his
character’s speech that look minimal, but greatly affect the sound and cadence of the
spoken line. While reading Brown’s work, the reader hears the altered speech that links
the characters to the South and the lower economic class, but does not look down on the
characters due to Brown’s careful work with the words on the page. For example, the line
“I come by other day and I didn’t see your truck”(341) by Gary Jones in Joe contains a
few missing words, but when spoken aloud, the altered words emulate the sound of
regional speech. Brown has several artful tecliniqiies to amend Standard English in a way
that doesn’t take away from his humanizing storylines and descriptions of poor-white
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Southerners. I hese leehniques include removing a word from a sentence, using
grammar, or altering the rhythm of the sentences. In Father and Son, a local to\Misperson
inlorms the reader that “1 caught a bass out there one day weighed eight pounds”(102).
No words are misspelled to e\ oke an idiosyncratic accent, but Brown removes the
rclati\ e pronoun "that Irom the sentence to introduce the restrictive clause. He transmits
the cadence ot \ ernacular speech without making the language inarticulate. In Joe,
Brown

goes larther with the speech of his protagonist, as when Joe says “Him? Yeah. I

\^ish 1 had about ten ol him. We'da done been through'*(206). The language here is
admittedly more modified, but Brown only has one misspelling and one grammatical
mistake (compared to Old Southwestern humorists such as George Washington Harris,
who altered so many words as to create a new language). The reader immediately
understands what Joe is saying, and can hear the cadence of the words. The first sentence
m the quote is grammatically correct, but Brown characterizes the line as “working-class
Southern” by altering the conclusion.

A final Brown linguistic technique involves his conversational language on the
page when he is portraying “Southern” spoken dialogue. Brown has an ear for
transcribing the flow of Southern conversation that represents vernacular speech but does
not

resort to intense mangling of standard English. Novelist Majorie Kinnan Rawlings

says that “Cracker speech is soft as velvet, low as the rush of running branch water”
(quoted in Burkett, 60), and Brown knows that he does not have to resort to intense
dialect to emulate this sonic effect. When Brown’s characters casually interact with each
other, the resulting discourse is slow, easy, and indirect. Brovm achieves this result
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through short, com crsalional sentences that simply assist in setting the scene, as in this
exchange from "'^)2 I)a\ s'':
‘*^’ou want a beer?"
"I \'c got one. ^*ou need one?
"1 \ e got one. ^ ou wanna go ride around?"
Suits me. Let me get some more beer."
"1 \ e got plenl>'. Just come on and gel in."(180)
I lie sliori, unassuming sentences spoken by both characters, the repetition of
lines, and the unspoken parts of speech in the sentences all contribute to this feeling ofan
case, relaxed method of com ersation. Brown manages to transmit on the page how the
rhythm ol speeeli w'ould sound without altering the spelling of W'ords to get a phonetic
cITcct.
While he was writing. Bl¬
own was inlluenced by other witers’ techniques for
respecitully portraying Southern speech, specifically those of Harry Crews. Crews is to
Brown w'hal ,Ii
-tmes Kelman is to Irvine Welsh. While Kelman first championed Welsh’s
use ot heavy Scots vernacular. Crews provided Brown with fresh ways to portray
Southern speech. Crews’ focus on poor-white Southerners initiated the Southern “Grit-

Lit

movement that Brown is so often associated with. Several formal methods have been

Identified in critical work on Crews’ linguistic strategies for portraying Southern speech,
and these specific techniques also can be found in Brown’s fiction. Dr. Barbara Johnstone
articulates a few of these methods in her essay “‘You gone have to learn how to talk
I'ight ; Linguistic Deference and Regional Dialect in Harry Crews’ Boefy” an essay that
centers around the argument that Crews’ “characters

use words and sentences the way

Southerners like them do”(Johnstone, 10). For example, Johnstone argues that Harry
Crews uses “Terms of Address” to portray Southern language in a manner that does not
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turn poor-while Soulherners into caricatures. In Body, for example, one of Crew’s
characters sa> s. "Mr. Alphonse, sir. I have come to ask for your daughter’s hand in
marriage (C rews, 56). riiis metliod that Johnstone attributes to Crews can also be seen
m Brow n s liction. suggesting that the authors have similar methods and goals when
portraying working-class language.
According to Johnstone,"Terms of Address” "identify the intended addressee
while at the

same lime expressing the speaker’s social relationship to the addressee”

(286-2b7). Brown uses these terms like boy, sir. or son in his fiction to portray this aspect
o\ Southern speech. In Father ami Som an older jailer says'‘Damn, boy, you white as a
sheet (124), while addressing a younger deputy, with the temi “boy” conveying their age
dilierence. In Joe, Gary says. "Yessir, I believe I am”(274) when talking to Joe, with
sir reiterating Gary’s respect for the father figure. Brown’s use of such terms of address
IS another example of how he strives to portray Southern dialect accurately and
respectfully. To use Johnstone’s words. Brown’s Mississippians “are notjust caricatures,
they come across as thinking, feeling, endearing people strongly rooted in place, and this
IS large measure because they talk in
i a believable way”(Johnstone, 18). Like Crews,
Brown portrays Southern white working-class speech while avoiding the typical
condescension that comes with heavy vernacular usage.
Both Irvine Welsh and Larry Brown want their portrayals of Scottish and
Southern speech to add to their sympathetic representations of working-class life. The
two authors aim for spoken language to offer an authentic window onto working people
and communities. Though Welsh does this by foregrounding a thick Scots dialect while
Brown provides only minor dialect touches, both writers challenge traditional dialect
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strategics in their respeeli\c literar\ iradilions. Brown dignifies lower-class language in
Southern literature and W elsh o\ erhauls the conventions ot vemacuiar writing to stress
its intensity and cultural autonomy. Both writers are aware ot the literar}' histories behind
their representations of the working class and know where they w'ant to take these
histories. h.\en their conspicuousU' different approaches to the use of dialect reveal a
^liai ed understanding ot the politics of language and the literary possibilities of working●^luss speecii.
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